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Abstract 

Underwater acoustic signals are used for many diverse purposes ranging from 

pure research to anti-submarine warfare. The successful exploitation of a propagation 

model requires a user who is familiar with both the underlying theory and the details 

of the particular model. 

The underwater acoustic propagation modelling problem is presented in three 

parts. First, the theory supporting several different propagation modelling tech

niques is presented in a clear, detailed and logical manner. In the second part, the 

development of an Integrated Multi-model Acoustic Propagation Prediction System 

(IMAPPS) is described. The IMAPPS provides a 'user friendly' interface to the 

models and employs a 'state of the art' graphics display package. In the third part 

of the thesis, the results from using IMAPPS to conduct a number of intermodel 

comparisons under a variety of acoustic scenarios are presented. 

This study identifies a significant problem with the traditional method of dis

playing transmission loss data. An alternative method, based on spatial averaging, 

is presented and shown to produce an operationally more usable, realistic and stable 

product than that produced by the more traditional method. The graphical dis

play approach developed for IMAPPS rapidly and vividly communicates the essential 

information about the propagation environment to the user. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The objective of underwater acoustic propagation modelling is to translate our 

physical understanding of sound propagation in the ocean and its boundaries into a 

mathematical model, which then may be solved by computers. 

The past five decades, have seen a revolutionary advancement in the under

standing of acoustic propagation. This advancement, and the continued evolution 

of faster and more powerful computers, has lead to the extensive development of 

underwater acoustic propagation models. Current acoustic propagation models are 

capable of accounting for: fully range dependent environments; ocean bottoms or sur

faces that can be multilayered, rough and/or elastic; and perturbations in the water 

column such as large schools of fish or significant bubble clouds. 

The motivation behind the development of underwater acoustic propagation 

models is primarily a response to the defence related field of Anti-Submarine Warfare 

(ASW). Acoustical methods are, and will remain for the foreseeable future, the prin

cipal means of detecting submarines. For this reason, it is imperative that warfare 

officers, from both submarines and ASW platforms, know, understand and effectively 

exploit the acoustic environment. Acoustic propagation models play many important 
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roles in ASW and anti-ASW. These roles include: forecasting ocean acoustic condi

tions (both for planning and real time purposes); assisting in tactical development; 

and optimizing sonar design. This thesis will focus on the modelling of ocean acoustic 

conditions and will leave the resulting tactical and sonar design implications to the 

imaginative reader. 

The Helmholtz equation forms the mathematical model for underwater acous

tic propagation modelling. To solve the equation both efficiently and accurately over 

a wide range of acoustic and environmental scenarios, a number of techniques have 
# 

been developed. These techniques simplify the numerical solution of the Helmholtz 

equation by introducing a number of different approximations. The introduction of 

these approximations means that a modelling technique may only be applicable over a 

particular domain. For example, one technique is restricted to high frequency propa

gation, whilst another technique is restricted to narrow aperture propagation centred 

on the forward scatter direction. Given that no one technique is either operationally 

feasible (principally through model execution time) and applicable over all acoustic 

scenarios, the need exists for a suite of modelling techniques to describe underwater 

acoustic propagation. 

A particular acoustic propagation modelling technique, or combination of many 

such techniques, will form the foundation of an acoustic propagation model. Before 

a propagation model can be designed, the author must make many decisions that 

will make the model different from all others, even though the same technique may 

be used to simplify the Helmholtz equation. These decisions include: how to solve 

numerically the equations relevant to the chosen technique; how to treat boundaries; 

how to interpolate the sound speed profile; will the model be range dependent or 
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range independent; and, if range dependent, how will the environment be horizontally 

interpolated. The requirement for such decisions means that there are a vast number 

of different acoustic propagation models currently in use today. Appendix A of this 

thesis contains a list of over 50 acoustic propagation models and classifies them into 

technique and range dependence or independence. 

Propagation model users are often unfamiliar with modelling techniques and 

the details of individual models. This unfamiliarity leads to an operator who does 

not understand the capabilities and limitations of the model. In such circumstances 

the model may be applied to a domain outside its intended use. Such mis-application 

can lead to catastrophic tactical decisions being made, based on the results of an 

improperly applied acoustic model. 

This thesis can be logically broken down into three distinct areas of acoustic 

propagation modelling; namely, i) the theory of acoustic propagation modelling tech

niques; ii) the implementation and operation of acoustic propagation models and, iii) 

the model comparison. The thesis is formatted so that the reader who is interested 

in only one of these categories needs only to consult the relevant chapters. Appendix 

D is included to supplement the document. It contains a list of definitions that may 

prove useful to the reader unfamiliar with acoustics terminology. 

An attempt is made to present the theory of acoustic propagation modelling in 

a detailed, clear and logical manner. The Helmholtz equation is identified in Chapter 

2, as are seven principal modelling techniques. The different methods of range and 

sound speed interpolation are also discussed. Finally, a guide outlining the domains of 

applicability of individual model techniques is presented. The theories supporting the 

most commonly used acoustic propagation modelling techniques, namely ray theory, 
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normal mode theory and the parabolic equation approximation, are presented in 

Chapters 3, 4 and 5, respectively. Chapter 6 examines the less widely used techniques 

of fast field theory, multipath expansion, Gaussian beam tracing and finite element 

analysis. 

As part of this thesis, an acoustic propagation loss modelling package has been 

developed. The package is identified with the acronym 'IMAPPS': Integrated Multi

model Acoustic Propagation Prediction System. The IMAPPS contains five acoustic 

propagation loss models, both range independent and range dependent, that use 

four different techniques to solve the Helmholtz equation. The IMAPPS is designed 

to be 'user friendly' and displays the output from the different models in a unified 

manner. The IMAPPS uses a simple, although innovative, method of transmission 

loss data processing that is shown to produce an operationally more stable, realistic 

and usable product than that produced by the more traditional model packages. A 

full description of the IMAPPS and the implemented models is contained in 

Chapter 7. 

The final component of this thesis uses the IMAPPS to make a number of 

intermodel comparisons under a selection of realistic acoustical scenarios. The many 

test cases give further insight into the performance of individual models, and clearly 

demonstrate the type of ocean scenarios that each model is best able to handle. More 

importantly, the test cases highlight the models that can not accurately or efficiently 

model particular ocean environments. 
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Chapter 2 

Modelling of Underwater Acoustic 
Waves 

An underwater acoustic wave is a pressure disturbance that propagates me

chanical energy through the ocean. Acoustic waves in inviscid fluids are longitudinal 

waves: the molecules move back and forth in the direction of propagation of the wave 

producing adjacent regions of high and low pressure. These high and low pressure 

regions are associated with areas of compression and rarefaction. The restoring force 

responsible for the propagating acoustic energy is simply the pressure differential 

across the wave. 

In this chapter, both the cartesian and cylindrical form of the underwater acous

tic wave equation will be presented and details provided as to the intrinsic assump

tions associated with their development. The equation can be numerically solved by 

many differing numerical techniques, each with associated assumptions and domains 

of applicability. In this chapter, the most widely used techniques will be identi

fied. Thorough details of the three principal techniques- used in underwater acoustic 

modelling are contained in Chapter 3 (Ray Theory), Chapter 4 (Normal Mode) and 

Chapter 5 (Parabolic Equation) of this thesis, with brief descriptions of the lesser 
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used techniques of fast field, multipath expansion, Gaussian beam tracing and finite 

element analysis presented in Chapter 6. It is also possible to further classify mod

elling techniques according to range dependence or independence. These terms will 

be defined and problems associated with range dependent models highlighted and 

possible solution techniques will be offered. Another problem associated with acous

tic models is the interpolation of the input sound speed profile. The major methods 

by which this interpolation is performed will be summarized and some of the less 

widely used techniques will be identified. Finally, a guide detailing the domains of 

applicability of each numerical technique will be presented. Appendix A is a supple

ment to this chapter and offers the reader a list of underwater acoustic propagation 

models which are classified according to modelling technique employed to solve the 

Helmholtz equation. 

2.1 Wave Equation 

The Helmholtz equation (or reduced wave equation) is a useful starting point 

for underwater acoustic propagation problems. A thorough derivation of this equation 

is contained in Kinsler et al. (1982), and will not be repeated here. 

The Helmholtz equation is derived using the adiabatic equation of state, the 

linearized continuity equation and Euler's equation of moti'on for an inviscid fluid. 

The subsequent wave equation is then simplified to incorporate a single frequency, 

continuous wave solution in order to obtain the time independent Helmholtz Equation. 

In vector form it reads as 

(2.1) 

where "V 2 is the Laplacian operator, k is the wave number, w is the angular frequency 
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and 1/J is the time independent acoustic velocity potential defined by 

~(x, y, z, t) = 1/J(x, y, z) exp( -iwt) (2.2) 

where ~ is the velocity potential function. In cartesian coordinates, the Laplacian 

operator is defined by 82 I 8x2 + 82 I 8y2 + 82 I 8z2 ' and the Helmholtz equation is 

represented by 

(2.3) 

In cylindrical coordinates, the Helmholtz equation is represented by the expression 

(2.4) 

where r represents the radial displacement from the source and z is the depth. The 

Helmholtz equation in cylindrical coordinates is also referred to as the elliptic reduced 

wave equation (Etter, 1991). 

2.2 Solutions to the Helmholtz Equation 

In principle, it is straightforward to solve the Helmholtz equation using standard 

finite difference techniques; however, in practice this is almost never done. According 

to Porter (1988), finite difference schemes require six to ten points per wavelength, 

so that a problem involving 100 kilometres (km) in range and 5 km in depth and a 

source frequency of 1000 Hertz (Hz), would require a grid of around 5x108 points. 

This problem is practically solvable on only a small number of present day computers, 

so, although the technique has only limited use for current technology, it may be used 

extensively in the future as computing power further increases. 
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In order to solve the Helmholtz equation both efficiently and accurately over a 

wide range of acoustic and environmental scenarios a number of numerical techniques 

have been developed. These techniques will be identified in the following section. 

2.2.1 The Suite of Acoustic Modelling Techniques 

A number of approximations have been introduced in order to solve the Helmholtz 

equation, with seven principal techniques emerging. These techniques are: i) Ray 

Theory; ii) Normal Mode Theory; iii) Parabolic Equation Approximation; iv) Fast 

Field Theory; v) Multipath Expansion; vi) Gaussian Beam Tracing and, vii) Finite 

Element Methods. 

Numerical modelling techniques can be further sub-divided into two categories, 

namely range dependent and range independent. Range independent models assume 

that the environment is cylindrically symmetric and properties only vary with depth. 

Range dependent models allow properties of the ocean media to vary as a function 

of range, depth and/or horizontal bearing. It is possible to further sub-divide the 

range dependent models into three-distinct sections, this issue will be discussed in 

the following section. 

2.2.2 Range-dependent Models 

Range dependent models can be divided into three distinct categories all with 

different associated computational complexity requiring different levels of data point 

spacmg. 

The simplest of all range dependent models are the two-dimensional models 

where properties are permitted to change only as a function of depth and range. This 

confines the acoustic problem to a single depth-range plane and can not adequately 
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account for acoustic propagation in regions where the environment changes in all 

three-dimensions, such as in the vicinity of an ocean front or near a seamount. The 

great advantages of these type of models in comparison to fully three-dimensional 

range dependent models are their computational simplicity and the less stringent 

resolution requirements of the observational network. 

The second category of range-dependent models is referred to as the N x 2D 

method. It is an extension of the previously presented category with a number 

of depth-range planes distributed in azimuth. The inclusion of additional three

dimensional data should provide for more accurate results than that provided by the 

simple axisymmetric two-dimensional model. The method is obviously more compu

tationally intensive than the previous method. 

The third category is the three-dimensional range dependent model where prop

erties are permitted to change as a function of depth, range and horizontal bear

ing. These models are particularly useful where the posed acoustic problem is three

dimensional, as an individual ray is not confined to a two-dimensional plane. The 

computational complexity and requirement for a highly resolved data network in three 

dimensional range dependent models make them unsuitable in most operations. 

2.2.3 Range Interpolation Problem 

A problem which confronts all range dependent models is how to represent the 

sound speed between adjacent measurement points in the range dimension. There are 

several methods that may be used to determine an estimate of the sound speed at a 

point between two or more observations. Before deciding on an appropriate method, 

an operator must be aware of the accuracy required from the model, computing 
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resources available, the accuracy and resolution of the data set and, of course, the 

oceanographic scenario. 

Four principal methods for interpolating sound speed will be presented in this 

section: i) allowing the environment to remain constant between each data element; 

ii) dividing the range/depth plane into triangular regions; iii) allowing the environ

ment to vary smoothly as a function of range by use of a spline or quadratic function; 

and iv) linearly interpolating the density field and constructing the sound speed value 

from the appropriate density value. 

In the first method, the total range interval is divided into intervals in which 

the sound speed profile, which is a function of depth, does not change with range 

over a particular interval (Figure 2.1a). The solution is obtained by determining the 

solution at the end of the first horizontal interval, in the same fashion as a range 

independent solution would be achieved. The solution at the end of the interval is 

then used as input for the second interval. The process continues in the same manner 

until the specified target range is reached. This method has the disadvantage that 

the discontinuities at segment boundaries can cause acoustic pressure anomalies and 

thus give an inaccurate representation of the sound field. Furthermore, if the depth 

of each segment varies then acoustic energy can be erroneously eliminated. 

The second method operates by dividing the range-depth plane into triangular 

segments. It represents the input sound speed profiles as piecewise-linear functions 

of depth. Each region is segmented between individual profiles into triangle sectors 

(see Figure 2.1b) in which two vertices of the triangle correspond to two points on 

one of the profiles and the third vertex corresponds to a point on the other profile. 

This allows the sound speed to vary linearly in both range and depth. If one is to 
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Figure 2.1: Range sound speed interpolation techniques: (a) discrete range intervals. 
(b) typical network of triangular regions formed by connecting corresponding features 
between two adjacent sound speed profiles. (Etter, 1991) 
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consider ray tracing, then within each sector, the ray trajectories will correspond to 

arcs of circles which can be determined via Snell's law. One of the drawbacks with 

this method is the fact that it is difficult to automate, and it usually requires an 

appropriately qualified person to determine realistic connections, typically between 

pronounced oceanographic features such as the mixed layer depth. It has also been 

shown by Jones (1990), that the results obtained from direct interpolation of sound 

speed can produce erroneous results particularly in regions of significant isopycnal 

slope, such as near fronts or eddies. 

The third method allows the sound speed to vary unrestricted in depth but 

linearly, quadraticly or cubicly in range, at a fixed depth (DiNapoli and Deavenport, 

1980). This method can prove useful for an acoustic field that does not vary greatly in 

range, although for an acoustic field where horizontal gradients are large, intermediate 

ranges can produce physically unreasonable results. 

The final and most adaptable method for interpolating a sound speed field 

is contained in the work of Jones (1990). The method is valid over a wide range of 

environmental scenarios and has proven to be more accurate and give more physically 

realistic results than any of the previous three methods. The method is described in 

the following paragraph. 

An ocean temperature field can be easily constructed with XBT (expendable 

bathythermograph) data. It is also relatively straight forward to construct the ocean 

salinity field via CTD (conductivity, temperature and depth) information. Once these 

fields are constructed, it is possible to determine the density field. It is physically 

realistic to linearly interpolate the density field, and from that reconstruct the tem

perature and salinity fields. From the reconstructed temperature and salinity field, it 
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is a simple process to develop the sound speed field. 

2.3 Sound Speed Profile Interpolation 

A problem facing all numerical acoustic propagation loss models is the repre

sentation of a sound speed profile, consisting of a finite number of unevenly spaced 

velocity-depth pairs. A number of methods have been utilized in various acoustic 

models, all with different levels of success. The following paragraphs present a sum

mary of many of the most predominant methods used in different numerical models 

and identifies methods that are not as widely used. 

The original and simplest method represents the sound speed profile as a series 

of constant gradient layers. In other words, the sound speed profile is constructed by 

connecting the discrete points with straight line segments. Because the first derivative 

of the constructed sound speed profile is not continuous, spurious caustics can be 

introduced, or, in some cases real caustics can be omitted (Pederson, 1961). It should 

be noted that these caustic difficulties only cause problems in ray tracing methods 

(Chapter 3). 

A second method, which is principally confined to normal mode techniques, 

involves the fitting of the sound speed profile with segments in which the inverse of 

the sound speed squared varies linearly with depth. This can often permit a more 

efficient mathematical solution in which the mode functions are expressed in terms 

of Airy functions (Etter, 1991). 

Sound speed profiles have also been fitted with quadratic functions (Weinburg, 

1971). This allows the first derivative of the sound speed profile to be continuous and 

alleviates the problem of false caustics.· It is also possible to modify the basic quadratic 
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function so that a certain error tolerance is based around each data point. This can 

allow for a smoother and more physically realistic sound speed profile. A problem 

associated with this method is that the interpolated profile tends to be erratic and 

physically unrealistic about regions of high gradient change, such as at the bottom of 

a mixed layer. 

A popular method for interpolating the sound speed profile has been by use of 

a cubic spline. As with the previous method the resulting sound speed profile will 

be continuous at the first derivative. The spline method, although widely used, does 

have difficulties when the depth between successive discrete sound speed points is 

large and a strong density gradient is present. The classical spline fit to this type 

of profile can cause large oscillations between discrete points to form a physically 

unrealistic sound speed profile. Jones (1990) employed a technique whereby, under 

the above circumstances, the sound speed profile was linearly interpolated before 

being fit with a cubic spline. This in essence made the resultant sound speed profile 

more confined and produced a more physically realistic result than classical spline 

routines. The routine takes advantage of all the benefits of the spline routine and 

limits its main disadvantage. 

There are several other methods used to interpolate a sound speed profile, al

though they are less widely used than the above discussed methods. These methods 

include approximating profiles with conic sections, hyperbolic cosine functions, and 

exponential functions. 
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1.4 Domains of Applicability 

The seven numerical acoustic propagation modelling techniques presented are 

representative of the many models used by present day underwater acousticians. Each 

different technique has been based on a different set of assumptions, and, as such, 

each technique will have a different area of applicability. When deciding which model 

to use for a particular problem, the operator is normally faced with a decision matrix 

involving water depth (deep versus shallow), frequency (high versus low) and range 

dependence (range independent versus range dependent). The aim of this section 

is to summarize the applicability of the differing modelling techniques as applied to 

different acoustic and environmental situations. 

APPLICATIONS 
MODEL TYPE SHALLOW WATER DEEP WATER 

LOW FREQ HIGH FREQ LOW FREQ HIGH FREQ 
RI RD RI RD RI RD RI RD 

Ray Theory ® ® 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Normal Mode 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ® 
Multipath Expansion ® ® 0 ® 0 ® 0 ® 
Fast Field 0 ® 0 ® 0 ® 0 ® 
Parabolic Equation 0 0 ® ® 0 0 0 0 
Gaussian Beam ® ® 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Low Frequency ( < 500Hz) RI: Range-independent environment 
High Frequency ( > 500Hz) RD: Range-dependent environment 
0 Modelling approach is both physically applicable and computationally practical 
0 Limitations exist in accuracy or speed of execution 
® Neither applicable or practical 

Table 1.1: Domains of applicability of underwater acoustic propagation model tech
niques (Modified from Jenson, 1984 and Etter, 1991) 
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Jenson (1984) developed a useful classification scheme for determining the ap

propriate model technique to use under a wide number of environmental and acoustic 

scenarios. This classification scheme did not include the multipath expansion, Gaus

sian beam tracing or finite element methods. It has been subsequently modified 

by Etter (1991) to include the multipath expansion technique and further expanded 

in this thesis to include Gaussian beam tracing. The finite element method has not 

been incorporated into this classification scheme because the method's computational 

practicalities are not sufficiently documented. 

In order to classify the domains of applicability of differing numerical model 

techniques, Jenson (1984) classified environments according to water depth, frequency 

and environmental complexity. He defined shallow water as all areas where the sound 

interacts significantly with the ocean bottom. The separation frequency of 500 Hz 

between low and high frequencies was arbitrarily chosen. 

To decide upon the applicability of a certain modelling technique to the given en

vironmental scenario, the limitations of the underlying theory were examined. When 

indicating a model's practicality, the author exclusively considered the computation 

time, which is dependent on the required accuracy. 

Jenson notes that the results displayed in Table 2.1, are subjective and are, of 

course, relative. In some instances, the first evaluation of a particular environmental 

scenario revealed that no models were totally applicable. In this circumstance the 

model which would best handle the given scenario was chosen as applicable and 

practical. 
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2.5 Model Identification and Classification 

Many differing underwater acoustic propagation models have been developed, 

the majority of which can be classified into one of the previously identified categories. 

Each model can be further sub-divided into range-dependent or range-independent. 

Appendix A, modified from Etter (1991), identifies a large suite of numerical propaga

tion models currently available to operators, and classifies them according to numer

ical technique used to solve the Helmholtz equation and specifies if range dependent 

or independent. The list contains no models classified as Gaussian beam tracing. 
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Chapter 3 

Ray Theory 

The history of ray theory, as applied to acoustic propagation loss problems, 

dates back nearly five decades. Urick (1983) reports that an analog computer was de

veloped in 1943, by the U.S. Navy Department. It consisted of a circular slide rule for 

finding the grazing angles of a ray at various horizontal layers and the corresponding 

increments of range and depth within the layer. These calculations were performed 

by dividing the sound velocity profile into layers of constant linear gradient, and then, 

by use of Snell's law, the program could map the arcs of rays leaving the source at 

different angles. 

Ray theory has been well used for many years, in both research and operational 

environments. Recent years have seen the ray tracing techniques fall out of favour 

with the research community, given the development of modelling techniques such as 

parabolic equation and fast field, and the inherent (high frequency) approximation 

in ray theory which leads to limited accuracy at the lower frequencies (Porter, 1988). 

Conversely, ray theory retains great interest in the operational environment because 

it rapidly solves acoustic propagation loss problems and produces operationally useful 

results, when the model is used within its domain of applicability. 
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Ray theory is not an exact solution to the Helmholtz equation (Equation 2.1 & 

2.3). It ignores such phenomena as diffraction and scattering. As such the technique 

cannot adequately model acoustic pressure in the region of caustics or shadow zones. 

Another disadvantage of ray theory is the fact that the sound speed must not change 

significantly over the distance of a wavelength. This restriction originates from the 

geometric acoustics approximation (Brekhovskikh and Lysanov, 1991). 

The main strengths of ray theory are three fold. Firstly, the models are compu

tationally very efficient and therefore are suited to an operational environment where 

time is of the essence. Secondly, ray theory models provide a good representation of 

the acoustic field under certain environmental and acoustic conditions (for more in

formation, see Table 2.1). Finally, ray theory techniques are theoretically applicable 

to three-dimensional range-dependent problems, although mathematical complexity 

discourages their practical applications in preference for two-dimensional versions. 

In this chapter, the mathematical justification for three-dimensional ray theory 

will be presented. Then, it will be shown mathematically why ray theory techniques 

cannot handle such regions as shadow zones or caustics. The many benefits of being 

able to construct arrival structure plots from ray tracing techniques will then be 

discussed. Finally, the method by which ray theory handles bottom interaction will 

be described. 

3.1 Ray Theory 

It may be useful to present a brief overview of acoustic propagation, as relevant 

to ray theory, before giving a derivation of the fundamental equations of ray theory. 

Ray theory is based on the mapping of rays of acoustic energy where the path is 
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determined by Snell's law. The energy flows along the rays with no cross ray compo

nent. A series of rays form a ray tube, and within a ray tube energy can only flow 

along the tube and not cross its walls. From this it follows that the sound intensity 

can be calculated by determining the cross-sectional area of the ray tube, given the 

power output from the source and knowledge of the directivity index (Figure 3.1). 

Figure 3.1: Typical ray tube where rays originate from a point source. 

The following derivation of the three-dimensional ray tracing equations is based 

on the works of Brekhovskikh and Lysanov (1991), although several steps have been 

expanded so as to present a more self contained derivation. The notation of Brekhovskikh 

and Lysanov (1991) has been changed to conform to that used in other sections of 

this thesis. 
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The index of refraction, n = n(R) (where R is a function of x, y and z in 

a cartesian coordinate system) is a function of all three coordinates, hence a single 

acoustic ray will not be confined to one plane. 

In order to derive the equations for ray acoustics in the three-dimensional case, 

the acoustic pressure p(R) solution to the cartesian form of the Helmholtz equation 

(Equation 2.3) is assumed to be of the form 

p(R) = A(R) exp[ik0W(R)] (3.1) 

where A(R) and k0W(R) are the amplitude and phase of the sound wave, the function 

W(R) is often called the eikonal, and k0 is a reference wave number. 

Now the partial derivative with respect to time of the time dependent Helmholtz 

equation yields the result 

(3.2) 

If it is assumed that "V 2p = 0 (this is not exact but a good approximation), where p 

is the water density, then Equation 3.2 can be recast in the form 

The identity 

2 ( a~) 2 ( a~) "V -pat + k -pat = 0 

a~ 
p=-pat 

may be used in conjunction with Equation 3.1 and 3.3, to obtain 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

'\l 2{A(R) exp[ik0 W(R)]} + k2{A(R) exp[ik0W(R)]} = 0 (3.5) 

This may be further expanded by noting that '\12 = "V · "V and k = k0 n(R), where 

n(R) is the three-dimensional acoustic refractive index, giving 
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\7 · {\7 A(R) exp[ik0W(R)] + A(R)ik0 VW(R) exp[ik0 W(R)]} 

+ k~n2 (R)A(R) exp[ik0W(R)] = 0 (3.6) 

The vector identity \7 · (at?) = Va · t? + a\7 · t?, where a is any scalar and t? is a vector, 

may be applied to Equation 3.6 to obtain 

\72 A+ ik0 [2\7A · VW + A\72W] + k~A[n2 - (VW) 2] = 0 (3.7) 

By dividing Equation 3. 7 by k0 and assuming k0 approaches infinity, the ray theory 

equations can be derived. Neglect the first term in Equation 3.7 and then equate the 

real and imaginary parts in the remaining equation separately to zero, to obtain the 

following equations 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

Equation 3.8 is called the eikonal equation; it defines the geometry of the rays, 

I.e. the lines orthogonal to wave fronts, with W = constant. Equation 3.9 is called 

the transport equation, from which the wave amplitude may be determined. 

Firstly, the eikonal equation will be expanded so that an expression for the phase 

can be determined at some distance s along the ray. Then, the transport equation 

will be manipulated so that an expression for amplitude can be obtained. 

Recall that R is the three-dimensional position vector of a point on the ray 

and s is the distance along the ray; then orthogonality gives, for dR/ ds = e the unit 

vector along the ray, 

ne=VW (3.10) 
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Differentiating Equation 3.10 with respect to s, leads to 

d d 
-(ne) = -(VW) = (e · V)VW 
ds ds 

(3.11) 

Now by using Equation 3.10, and noting the vector identity 

V(VW)2 = 2VW · V(VW) Equation 3.11 may be recast as 

d 1 
ds (ne) = 2n V(VW? (3.12) 

The eikonal equation may now be used to derive the following 

d 1 
-(ne) = -V(n2 ) 
ds 2n 

(3.13) 

H the vector identity Vn2 = 2nVn is substituted in Equation 3.13, the ordinary 

differential equation for the ray's trajectory may be developed, namely 

d 
-(ne) = Vn 
ds 

(3.14) 

It is more convenient in a numerical calculation to use, instead of Equation 3.14, the 

equivalent system of two first order equations, shown as Equation 3.15. 

dR 1dR 
e - -=--

ds c dt 
... 
k - k0ne is the wave vector at point R 

k 
w 

- c(R) 

c(R) Co - n(R) 

dR c2 --

... 
dk w 

(3.15) -=-k -=-Vn 
dt w ' dt n 

It should be noted that the ray geometry is independent of the angular frequency 

wand only enters the set of equations described by 3.15 because the wave vector was 

chosen as one of the ray coordinates. 
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The ray trajectory R( s) from Equation 3.15 is determined, so that the function 

W can be represented as an integral along the ray. Firstly, Equation 3.10 must be 

manipulated to obtain 

from which it follows 

dW 
-=e·VW=n 
ds 

W = fo' n[R(s)]ds 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

Equation 3.17, represents the function W (a measure of the phase) as an integral 

along the ray and its evaluation only requires knowledge of the ray trajectory, R( s) 

which is determined by the system of first order equations represented by Equation 

3.15. 

The transport equation (Equation 3.9) can be used to obtain an expression for 

the wave amplitude in explicit form. The divergence operator is applied to Equation 

3.10, to obtain 

(3.18) 

Brekhovskikh and Lysanov (1991) note the expression for the divergence of the unit 

vector along the ray as 

(3.19) 

where 

D = o(x,y,z) = dR. (oR X oR) 
o(t, k~, k~) dt ok~ ok~ 

(3.20) 

is the Jacobian of the transform from cartesian coordinates ( x, y, z) to the ray co or-

dinates (t, k~, k~), where k~ = k0 sin 00 cos r.p0 , k~ = k0 sin Bo sin '{Jo, and 00 , r.p 0 are the 

angles of the ray at the sound source in a spherical coordinate system. 
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The first equation in 3.15 is used to re-express D as 

c2 .... ( fJR fJR) 
D = z;k · fJk~ x f)k~ (3.21) 

It is possible to determine the quantities fJRjokJ, (j = x, y), used in the calculation 

for D, by differentiating Equation 3.15, with respect to kJ and by making use of the 

product rule and the identity n = eo/ c 

d fJR 1 fJ 2 .... co fJ k 2 ( .... ) 

dt okf - -; 8kf ( c k) = w okf n2 

(3.22) 

= c2 
[ fJk _ 2k (vn. fJR)] 

w f)kQ n f)kQ 
j j 

where it has been taken into account that 

(3.23) 

It can be similarly found that 

d fJk w [(fJR ) V'n ( fJR)] 
dt okf = n okf . V' V'n- --;:;- V'n. okJ (3.24) 

The quantity V' A· V'W must be determined in order to solve the transport 

equation (Equation 3.9). The identities 

V'W = dW e and dW = n 
ds ds 

(3.25) 

are used to obtain 

V'A·V'W= fJAdW =nfJA 
fJs ds fJs 

(3.26) 

Equations 3.18, 3.19, and 3.26 may be substituted into 3.9 and recognising that 

V'n · e = fJnjfJs and fJ(logD)/fJs = (1/D)fJDjfJs then the following may be obtained 

f) 
08 (A2nD) = 0 (3.27) 
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This means that the quantity A 2nD is a constant along the ray and therefore 

c 
A= l 

(nD)l 
(3.28) 

where C is a constant determined from the conditions near the sound source, and 

where refraction can be ignored and the medium considered homogeneous ( n = 1). 

Hone is to consider a point source in a homogeneous medium, then A = 1/IRI 
1 

and C = DJ /IRI, where Do is the value of D for n = 1. Simple substitution of these 

values into Equation 3.28 will give the result 

1 (Do) t 
A(R) = jRj nD 

where for a homogeneous medium 

and 

.... dR .... .... o o o 
R = IRI(ko/ko), dt = eo(ko/ko), ko = (k:r;, ky, kz) 

D _ eoiRI 2 

0 - k2 ll 
0 cos uo 

By substituting Equation 3.30 into 3.29, the following may be obtained 

A(R)- I_ ( c ) t 
- ko Dcos8o 

(3.29) 

(3.30) 

(3.31) 

The equations used for ray theory are now complete. If one is to consider the 

water mass homogeneous in the vicinity of the source, then the wave amplitude may 

be determined from Equation 3.28 and the phase may be determined from Equation 

3.17. 
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3.2 Caustics and Shadow Zones 

A caustic is an envelope of points where infinitesimally close rays cross, causing 

an anomalously high acoustic intensity. Conversely, a shadow zone is a region in the 

ocean where the acoustic energy from a sound source is anomalously very low. 

Although ray theory is widely used as the basis for many propagation loss mod

els, its inadequacy near caustics and shadow zones is well known. Classical ray theory 

predicts an infinite acoustic pressure peak on a caustic and a zero acoustic pressure 

in the adjacent shadow zone. This failure can be seen by examination of Equation 

3.31 in the previous section. On a caustic D = 0, and the resulting amplitude of the 

acoustic wave is infinite. Conversely, in a shadow zone the value for D approaches 

infinity, and the amplitude of the sound intensity approaches zero. 

There are three main ways in which current ray theory modelling techniques 

have been improved to more adequately account for propagation near a caustic. The 

methods will be identified and briefly discussed in the following paragraphs. 

The first method is called the multipath expansion technique (Section 6.2 is 

dedicated to the .multi path expansion technique) where ray theory is used in conjunc

tion with normal mode theory (Chapter 4), and correction formulae are applied to 

the WKB(Wentzel, Kramer and Brillouin) approximation through turning points, to 

account for first order diffraction effects and caustics. 

The second method is also a hybrid approach to numerical modelling and is 

called Gaussian beam tracing (Section 6.3 is dedicated to Gaussian beam tracing). 

The method utilizes both ray theory and parabolic wave equation (Chapter 5) ap

proximations and more adequately accounts for caustics and convergence zones than 

does classical ray theory. 
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The final method makes use of an Airy function (Brekhovskikh and Lysanov, 

1991) about the ray in the region of the caustic. The Airy function determines the 

relative acoustic pressure at a particular distance tangentially to the direction of the 

ray. It is oscillatory in the region of the caustic and exponentially decays into the 

shadow zone. The oscillatory nature of the function in the region of the caustic is 

due to the interference patterns of the crossing rays. 

These three methods all allow numerical models based principally on ray theory, 

although modified about caustics, to predict more accurately the acoustic intensity 

in the region of caustics and shadow zones. 

3.3 Arrival Structure 

Another valuable characteristic of ray theory models is their ability to calcu

late the ray arrival structure. In more recent times, the ray arrival structure has 

been represented by a series of curves indicating the horizontal range, from source 

to receiver, that is covered by a ray leaving the source at a specific angle for each 

propagation path of interest (i.e. direct path is one example). Munk (1974) considers 

arrival structure in a slightly different fashion. He represents the underwater sound 

channel by the idealised canonical sound channel into which he allows a series of rays 

to propagate from between ±14° to the horizontal. The arrival structure is then pro

duced by determining the time it will take each ray to reach a particular horizontal 

range (i.e. 1000 km). 

From an arrival structure diagram it is easy to detect particular ray families. 

Figure 3.2 (taken from Etter, 1991), is a typical arrival structure diagram where 

negative receiver angles indicate rays arriving from above the horizontal axis and 
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Figure 3.2: Example of typical arrival structure diagram (Etter, 1991). 
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positive values indicate rays arriving from below the horizontal. From the figure, the 

ray families are easily determined. For example the inverted "L" shaped trace at a 

very short range is indicative of the direct path arrivals, while the more elongated 

curves are indicative of bottom bounce curves with the single bottom bounce curve 

closest to the x-axis and higher order bottom bounce curves being successively further 

from the x-axis. 

Arrival structure information has many useful applications to acoustic problems. 

Etter (1991) states that this information is essential for the proper computation of 

the vertical directionality of ambient noise, proper evaluation of the performance 

of vertically oriented hydrophone arrays, and for the calculation of volumetric and 

boundary reverberation. 

The method is also used by the FACT10B (King and White, 1986) propagation 

loss model to identify true caustics from false caustics. This is done by firstly tracing 

all the rays. Then the arrival ranges of all the rays within a family are grouped 

to form an arrival order. For each arrival order, a particular range-angle function 

can be fitted to the predicted data. Deviations of the predicted data from such a 

function allow for the identification of false caustics, while at the same time permit 

the determination of relevant characteristics of the true caustics. 

Arrival structure curves have many tactical and strategic applications, although 

an in-depth discussion is beyond the scope of this thesis. A simple example will be 

presented with the aim of opening the reader's mind to the many applications of 

arrival structure information. Consider a narrow, although deep, trench that leads to 

a strategic area of significance. If a series of transducers and hydrophones are placed 

in the trench then an arrival structure can be obtained. This arrival structure will 
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remain constant, to a very high order, unless a foreign object is to pass through the 

trench. Whether the foreign object is a large school of fish, a whale or a submarine, 

it will cause reflection and refraction of the acoustic field. This perturbation to the 

acoustic field can be detected as a small shift in arrival structure, and will alert the 

operator of a possible intruder. 

3.4 Ray Theory and Beam Displacement 

Prior to the early eighties, ray theory models in underwater acoustics were 

generally restricted to situations where the water was many wavelengths deep because 

ray theory could not adequately account for bottom interaction. The majority of 

shallow water scenarios were described by the exact method of normal mode theory. 

The purpose of this section is to describe current ray theory techniques for handling 

bottom interaction and demonstrate that under certain conditions the results from 

ray theory with beam displacements can be as applicable as normal mode theory and, 

at times, more desirable. 

Beam displacement is the effective lateral displacement along the surface of a 

bounded plane wave on the reflection from that surface (Lawrence, 1985). A complete 

theoretical derivation of this phenomenum is presented in Brekhovskikh (1980) and 

will not be repeated here. The lateral displacement, 8, of a beam of finite width, 

upon reflection from a surface, is given by Brekhovskikh (1980) as 

(3.32) 

where kr is the horizontal component of the wavenumber and <P is the phase shift on 

reflection. 
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Tindle and Bold (1981) show that including beam displacement in the ray the

ory calculations significantly modifies the number and distribution of eigenrays (rays 

which connect source and receiver). The paper shows that the results of the ray 

theory, when beam displacements are incorporated are very similar to those obtained 

through normal mode techniques and both agree equally well with the spatial and 

temporal features of their experimental data. The classical ray theory solution was 

shown to be not as accurate as either the ray theory with beam displacement or 

normal mode. 

Tindle (1983) made the following observations about ray theory with beam 

displacement. The method of ray theory with beam displacement gives an adequate 

description of the sound field in shallow water except for short ranges and very low fre

quencies. Tindle concludes that, under certain conditions, the normal mode method 

is preferred to the ray theory with beam displacement because the normal mode 

method is more computationally efficient. For the following reasons, the ray method 

with beam displacement has been shown to be reliable and could be preferred to 

normal mode: 

(a) Time-dependent signals are easily found by summing copies of the source pulse 

for each eigenray, each with its own amplitude, phase and arrival time as was done 

in Tindle and Bold (1981 ). In contrast for normal mode calculations, it is necessary 

to find the normal modes and the field at each frequency component and to find the 

time dependence using a Fourier transform. 

(b) Directional sources are easily handled in ray theory by weighting eigenrays 

according to their angle, and 
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(c) Given a range dependent scenario, the ray theory model does not introduce 

any more approximations than those made in range independent ray theory. In con

trast, when extending a normal mode model to a range dependent form, a number of 

approximations are introduced that restrict the applicability of the technique. 
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Chapter 4 

Nor mal Mode Theory 

Normal mode theory for calculation of acoustic propagation in shallow water 

was first developed by Pekeris (1948). His original model was primitive in comparison 

to current day normal mode models, since it treated the water column as an isovelocity 

medium overlaying a uniform semi-infinite sediment. Subsequent improvements to the 

original range-independent normal mode models allow the sound speed to vary as a 

function of depth, with several different sediment layers and permit elastic properties 

in the lower half-space. 

The normal mode solution to the Helmholtz equation is exact if the sound 

speed profile, media density and boundary conditions are all range-independent. This 

property has made the normal mode solution a benchmark for solving underwater 

acoustic propagation problems. However, in the real world, this range-independence 

never occurs and the variations with range of the environmental properties must be 

taken into account. Several attempts have been made to extend the normal mode 

models to account for range-dependence; although they have all used approximations, 

so the method is no longer an exact solution to the Helmholtz equation. 

Pierce (1965) first presented the theory that permitted the extension of the 
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method of normal modes to account for acoustic propagation in a medium where 

the properties varied only slowly in the horizontal direction in addition to varying 

in the vertical. His principal assumption was to neglect mode coupling between the 

normal modes. This is known as the adiabatic approximation. Several attempts have 

been made to place bounds on the validity of the adiabatic approximation (Milder, 

1969; Nagl et al.,1978; and Desaubies, 1984) in an attempt to define a domain of 

applicability. It is generally accepted that, for the adiabatic approximation to hold, 

the frequency and the maximum mode number must be low, there must be only 

short to medium range propagation, a gentle bottom slope, and only slow changes in 

environmental conditions with horizontal distance. 

Desaubies (1984) presented an alternative method of expanding the normal 

mode solution so that it could adequately model range-dependent scenarios. He 

proposed that his asymptotic expansion technique provided a solution which had 

a far greater domain of applicability than the adiabatic approximation. The work 

of Desaubies et al. (1986) concludes that the asymptotic solution does not usually 

perform much better than the adiabatic solution; moreover it requires nearly as much 

computational effort as the exact solution. However, its merit and interest lie in the 

rigorous treatment it gives to the correction of the adiabatic approximation and in 

the implicit expression it gives for evaluating its accuracy. Because the use of this 

method in current day normal mode models could not be identified, there will be no 

further reference to this method throughout this thesis and the interested reader is 

referred to Desaubies (1984) and Desaubies et al. (1986). 

In this chapter, the theory of normal mode propagation will be presented. This 

will be achieved firstly by deriving an integral representation of the acoustic field 
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within a layer. Then, the governing equations for normal mode propagation will 

be developed, assuming a perfectly reflecting bottom. Several properties of normal 

modes will then be examined, such as cutoff frequency, phase and group velocity, 

and excitation function. The theory will next be extended to the range-dependent 

situation. The adiabatic normal mode theory will be outlined; the reader is referred to 

some of the more rigorous derivations of the theory. Finally, a domain of applicability 

of the adiabatic normal mode theory will be identified in an attempt to place bounds 

on the use of range dependent normal mode models. As a supplement to this chapter, 

the interested reader is referred to Appendix B where a numerical example of normal 

mode calculations is presented for a fiat bottom ocean and a discrete frequency sound 

source. 

4.1 Integral Representation of the Acoustic Field 

In order to derive the set of normal modes which satisfy the wave equation, the 

wave equation must first be represented as a set of integrals. Boundary conditions 

must be established such that the surface is a pressure release surface (i.e. p = 0 

at z = 0) and the vertical component of acoustic pressure must be uniform and 

continuous across the bottom boundary (i.e. ap/ az = 0 at z = h where h is water 

depth). 

The derivation contained in this section follows the works of Brekhovskikh 

(1980) and Brekhovskikh and Lysanov (1991). 

In free space, only a direct spherical wave can be observed at some point (r, z). 

Using the theory presented in Section 4.2 of Brekhovskikh and Lysanov (1991), it is 

possible to represent this spherical wave as a superposition of plane waves of the type 
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exp{i[kxx + k11 y + kz(zl- z)]} where z1 is the source depth and z is the target depth. 

If a lower boundary is present, then reflected waves will also be present and can be 

represented as a superposition of plane waves of the kind Vexp{i[kx + k11 + kz(2h

z - z1)]} where V is the reflection coefficient and may be an arbitrary function of 

angle of incidence and frequency. Furthermore, the surface reflected wave may also 

be represented by a superposition of plane waves of the form - exp{i[kxx + k11 y + 

k2 (z1 + z)]}. The minus sign originates from V = -1 at a free surface (i.e. nil change 

in wave amplitude, although a 180 degree change in phase). 

The process of representing the spherical wave as a superposition of plane waves 

continues in the same fashion as above, although considerations must be made for 

multiple bottom and surface reflected waves. Brekhovskikh and Lysanov (1991) ob

tain the total acoustic field by first summing all plane waves with the same kx and k11 

but with a different number of reflections from the boundaries, and then integrating 

over kx and k11 • By taking into account the expansion of a spherical wave into plane 

waves, and by also recalling that at each reflection from the lower boundary the am

plitude of the wave is multiplied by the reflection coefficient V and by a factor of -1 

at the surface, they arrive at the following result for acoustic pressure within a layer 

(for z < z1) 

p(r,z) _ i_ joo j exp [i(kxx + k11 y)]{ exp [ikz(zl- z)] 
271' -oo 

+ V exp [ikz(2h- z- z1)]- exp [ikz(zl + z)] 

- V exp [ikz(2h + z- zl)]} f.(-V)l exp (2ik2 h£) dk~dky ( 4.1) 
l=O z 

It is straight forward to obtain an expression for the acoustic field for z > z1 . This 

may be achieved by simply interchanging z and z1 in Equation 4.1. 
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It is possible to simplify Equation 4.1 by taking into account the identity 

exp [ikz(zl - z)] + V exp [ikz(2h- z- z1)] 

exp [ikz(zl + z)]- Vexp [ikz(2h + z- z1)] 

- -2i sin kzz{ exp( ikzz1) + V exp [ikz(2h- z1)]} 

and the infinite geometric progression formula 

I)-V)l exp (2ikzhl) = V l ( 'k h) 
l=O 1 + exp 2z z 

Substitution of Equations 4.2 and 4.3 into Equation 4.1 produces 

p(r, z) ~ j_: j exp [i(kxx + k11 y)] 

sin kzz{ exp ( ikzz1) + V exp [ikz(2h - zi)]} dk dk 
X [1 + V exp (2ikzh)]kz x 11 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

( 4.4) 

In order to solve Equation 4.4, two new integration variables are introduced, 

namely e and ()' where e is the modulus of the horizontal wave number [e = ( k; + 
k;) 112] and () is the heading of the wave. It is now possible to recast the individual 

components of the horizontal wave numbers as kx = e cos() and ky = e sin(), It also 

follows that kz = (k2 - e) 112 = a and dkxdk 11 = ededB, where k is the acoustic 

wavenumber. Equation 4.4 can be recast using the above variables and by expressing 

it in polar coordinates such that x = r cos 1.p and y = r sin 1.p where 1.p is the angle of 

propagation of the wave with respect to the horizontal. The result yields 

p(r,z) = .!._ f'XJ {2
7r exp [i(r cos 'Pecos B + r sin 'Pe sin B)] 

1r lo lo 
X sin az{ exp ( iazi) + v e~p [ia(2h- zl)]} edBde 

[1 + V exp (2zah )]a 
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By using the trigonometric formula cos( cp - 8) = cos cp cos(} + sin 1.p sin(} and 

separating the integrals in Equation 4.5 the following may be obtained 

p(r,z) 
_ roo sin az{ exp (iaz1) + V exp [ia(2h - Z1 )]} 

Jo [1 + Vexp (2iah)]a 

X .!.. r2
7r exp { i[er cos( cp- O)]}dee~ 

1r lo (4.6) 

The integral over (} is equal to 27rla(er), where Jo(er) is a Bessel function of zero 

order. This allows Equation 4.6 to be expressed as 

p(r, z) = 2 roo sinaz{exp (iaz1) + Ve~p [ia(2h- z1)]} Jo(er)ede (4.7) 
Jo [1 + Vexp (2wh)]a 

Now the zero order Bessel function, Jo(er), can be replaced using the well known 

relation 

(4.8) 

where H61l and H62l are the Hankel functions of the first and second kind. Hence 

Equation 4. 7 can be recast as 

p(r, z) - [fooo H61l(er) + fooo H62l(er)] 

sin az{ exp (iazl) + v exp [ia(2h- zl)]} ede 
x [1 + Vexp (2iah)]a 

(4.9) 

In the second integral, we replace e with -e and make use of the relation H62l [er exp 

( -1ri)] = -H61l(er). We obtain exactly the same integrand as in the first integral, 

except the integration ranges from 0 to -oo. This result is used to obtain 

P( r, z) = 100 sin az{ exp(iaz1) + V e~p([ia(2h- z1)]} Ho(l)(tr)tdt 
-oo [1 + V exp(2wh )]a c.. c.. c.. ( 4.lO) 

This expression for the acoustic pressure as a function of range r, and depth z 

(where z < z1) may be re-expressed in the more convenient form 

( )=1oo sinaz{exp[-ia(h-z1)]+Vexp[ia(h-zl)]}H(l)(e )ede (4.1l) 
p r,z -oo [1 + Vexp(2iah)]aexp(-iah) 0 r 
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Interchanging z and z1 in Equation 4.11 yields the expression for acoustic pressure 

where z1 < z 

( ) = joo sino:z{exp [-io:(h- z)] + Vexp [io:(h- z)]} H(l)(~ )~d~ 
pr,z -oo [1+Vexp(2io:h)]o:exp(-io:h) 0 r (4.12) 

Equations 4.11 and 4.12 give an integral representation of the field of the point source 

in a layer. The bottom is specified by the reflection coefficient V = V (e) and can be 

arbitrarily layered. 

4.2 Normal Modes in the Ocean with a Perfectly 
Reflecting Bottom 

In this section the principal equations of normal mode theory, with regard to 

linderwater acoustic propagation, will be developed for a perfectly reflecting ocean 

bottom (V = 1). The derivation of the more complex case of normal modes in a mul-

tiple layered media where the reflection coefficient is an arbitrary function of grazing 

angle, acoustic refractive index and density ratio is contained within Brekhovskikh 

and Lysanov (1991) and Brekhovskikh (1980). Again the reference Brekhovskikh and 

Lysanov (1991) was used in compiling this section. 

The integral representation of the field for a point source in a layer can be 

significantly simplified given a perfectly reflecting bottom (i.e. V = 1) and by use 

of the identity cosO= t(expiO + exp-iO). Thus Equation 4.11 and 4.12 can be 

expressed, for z < z1 , as 

( 4.13) 

and for z > z1 , as 

( 4.14) 
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Using the residual theorem for the evaluation of real integrals (see for example 

O'Neil, 1983: p977), one can show that the above two integrals reduce to the sum 

of the residues of the poles of the integrand in the upper half-plane multiplied by a 

factor of 21ri. The poles are determined by the singularities of Equations 4.13 and 

4.14, namely the roots of the equation 

cos ah = 0 (4.15) 

that is 

(4.16) 

The identity a= (k2 -e)112 (Section 4.1), is substituted into Equation 4.16 to obtain 

[ 2 1 2]1/2 
et = ± k2 - (i) (t + 2) (4.17) 

The values of et can be either real or imaginary. If et is imaginary, then the 

wave exp ier is an exponentially decaying wave and will not significantly contribute 

the acoustic pressure field except at a very close range from the source. The roots et 

are on the real axis in the e plane if 7r(£ + 1/2) < kh, and on the imaginary axis if 

7r(£ + 1/2) > kh. 

Since we are only concerned with real values of el, it is convenient and realistic to 

assume that k has a small positive imaginary component. This component in essence 

accounts for a small amount of absorption in the medium and allows the roots of ee to 

be displaced from the positive half-axis into the first quadrant, and from the negative 

half-axis to the third quadrant. As e approaches infinity, H~1 l(er) will approach zero 

if r =f. 0. Thus, the entire expression represented by Equation 4.13 reduces to the sum 

of residuals in the first quadrant. Using the symbol Res for the residues we obtain 

p(r, z) = 27ri f Res [sin az cos a(~- zl)l H~I)(etr)et (4.18) 
l=O a COS a et 
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The residues can be calculated using the formula 

Res [sinazcosa(h- z1)] = [sinazcosa(h- z1 )] 

a cos ah et ad( cos ah)/d~ €t 
( 4.19) 

The identity cos[a(h- z1)] = cosahcosaz1 + sinahsinaz1 , the result that 

d(cosah)/d~ = (eh/a)sinah, and the fact that cosah = 0 for all ~l are used to 

re-express Equation 4.19 as 

p(r,z) = 'fpl = 2~i 'fsinatzsinatz1H2)(etr) 
l=O l=O 

( 4.20) 

where et is given by Equation 4.17. The expression for p(r, z) given by Equation 4.20 

does not change upon replacement of z by z0 and vice versa, and as such is valid for 

any 0 ~ z ~h. 

The solution given for p(r, z) by Equation 4.20 satisfies all the conditions of the 

posed acoustic propagation problem. It is easy to show by substitution that each 

term Pt satisfies the Helmholtz equation (Equation 2.1) and the boundary conditions. 

Each term in Equation 4.20 represents a so called normal mode. 

4.3 Properties of Normal Modes 

It is often a difficult task to convert the theoretical basis for normal modes 

and the result given by Equation 4.20 into a clear picture of their physical operation. 

It is the purpose of this section to link the theoretical development presented in the 

previous section to the basic features and properties of normal modes. Firstly, the 

expression for p( r, z) given by Equation 4.20 will be simplified under the assumption 

that the target is a large distance from the source. Secondly, a formula to calculate 

the lowest frequency at which a wave will still propagate without attenuation will 

be developed. An explanation of both phase and group velocity of the normal mode 
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will then be presented and formulae developed to calculate these properties. Finally, 

the excitation function will be defined and examples will be given to show how it 

can preclude individual modes from contributing to the total acoustic pressure field. 

Appendix B contains a numerical example of the calculation of the above mentioned 

parameters and further discussion of their physical significance. 

4.3.1 Normal Modes at Large Distances from the Source 

It is often convenient to assume that the target is a large distance (l~trl >> 

1) from the source, relative to a wavelength. In order to simplify Equation 4.20, 

the asymptotic representation of the Hankel function must be examined and scaled 

accordingly. The asymptotic expansion of the Hankel function is 

(4.21) 

If we assume that !~.tr! >> 1 then clearly the Hankel function can be replaced by the 

first term of its asymptotic representation. This allows individual modes given by 

Equation 4.20 to be approximated by 

( 4.22) 

It can be seen from Equation 4.22, that each normal mode is a travelling wave in 

the horizontal direction and a standing wave in the z direction. From this, and by 

noting that r and z are the only variables in Equation 4.22, for any given normal 

mode (the other terms can be considered constants) and using the identity sin O:£Z = 

(exp io:z - exp -io:z)/2i, it follows that each normal mode is proportional to the 

superposition of two travelling quasi-plane waves 

( 4.23) 
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where the first exponential term accounts for a wave travelling in the negative z di-

rection and the second exponential term accounts for a wave travelling in the positive 

z direction. 

Figure 4.1 shows the distribution of the amplitude of the acoustic pressure 

along the z axis for the first four normal modes (V = -1 at surface and V = 1 at 

ocean bottom). This dependence is due to the factor sin alz from Equation 4.22. 

In all cases the boundary conditions are satisfied such that the acoustic pressure is 

zero at the surface and a maximum or minimum at the bottom (synonymous with 

the vertical component of acoustic pressure being uniform and continuous across the 

2 

Figure 4.1: The amplitude variation over the layer of the first four normal modes. 
The bottom boundary is assumed perfectly reflecting and the upper boundary has a 
reflection coefficient of V = -1. 
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bottom boundary). It should be noted that given these boundary conditions, the 

normal modes cannot be represented as plane waves since there is a requirement that 

the acoustic pressure vanish at the upper boundary. This could only happen if the 

pressure were equal to zero everywhere in the layer. 

Recalling that el and O:t are the horizontal and vertical wave numbers of the fth 

mode respectively, the identity p = a:2 + e is used to define the propagating angle 

of the two travelling quasi-plane waves as 

SOt= ±tan-1 (;:) or SOt= ±sin-1 (:l) ( 4.24) 

where SOt is the angle of propagation with respect to the horizontal plane. 

4.3.2 Cut-off Frequency of Normal Modes 

Recall from Section 4.2 that, for a wave to propagate, the roots et are required to 

be on the real axis. This means that, if the quantity (7r/kh)(£+1/2) is less than unity, 

then the normal mode will propagate in the layer without attenuation (assuming real 

k ), whereas, if that quantity is greater than unity the normal mode will decrease 

exponentially with distance. This result can be readily shown by substituting real 

(corresponding to (1rjkh)(£+ 1/2) < 1) and imaginary (corresponding to (1rjkh)(£+ 

1/2) > 1) values for et into Equation 4.22. 

The lowest frequency, ft, at which the wave still propagates without attenuation 

is called the critical or cut-off frequency of an individual normal mode. By making 

use of the identity k = 21r f / c, where f is frequency and c is speed of sound in water, 

it is possible to determine the cut-off frequency by the following relationship 

ft = _:__ (£ + ~) 
2h 2 

(4.25) 
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The lower the value of f the lower the cut-off frequency. When the depth of water is 

less than one-quarter wavelength, then all normal modes attenuate because even the 

first mode (one-quarter wavelength) cannot fit into the water column. 

4.3.3 Phase and Group Velocities of Normal Modes 

The phase velocity of a wave is a measure of the velocity of a particular phase 

of the wave. The phase velocity of the normal mode along the layer is given by 

w c 
Ill = ~l = [1 - (Jd !)2]112 ( 4.26) 

where f is the sound frequency. It can be shown from Equation 4.26 that as f--+ oo, 

the phase speed approaches the sound velocity in water. When the frequency of sound 

is the same as the critical frequency, then the phase speed becomes infinitely large, 

and, for f < ft, it is purely imaginary. 

The group velocity is the velocity at which energy propagates through the layer. 

Because normal modes can be considered as a pair of plane waves, the energy is 

transported at a different velocity to the phase velocity of any individual wave. The 

group velocity of the p_th normal mode is given by 

[ 2]1/2 
Ul = ~ = C 1 - (;) ( 4.27) 

Examination of Equation 4.27 shows that, as f --+ oo, the group velocity approaches 

the speed of sound in water. If the frequency of sound and the critical frequency are 

identical, then the group velocity reduces to zero, which is expected as the normal 

mode is simply a standing wave in the vertical. If the acoustic frequency,!, is less 

than the lowest frequency, ft, then the group velocity is complex. 
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It can be easily shown by use of Equations 4.26 and 4.27 that the phase and 

group velocities of normal modes are linked by the following identity 

(4.28) 

4.3.4 Excitation Function of Normal Modes 

In the development of Equation 4.23 from Equation 4.22, a number of known 

but constant parameters for a given normal mode were ignored and replaced by a 

proportionality symbol. These parameters play an important role in determining the 

amplitude of each different mode depending upon the value of mode number £, the 

depth of water and the depth of the source. The excitation function of the f:h mode 

/l is defined by Equation 4.29. Its purpose is to determine the relative excitation of 

a particular mode given the depth of the water and the source depth. 

( 4.29) 

Typically all the constants are removed and the excitation is expressed in its 

reduced form 

1 . 
/l Q ~SlllOtZl el 

( 4.30) 

The excitation function becomes zero for every £ if the source is at the free 

surface (ie z1 = 0). If the source is very close to the free surface, then the excitation 

function is very close to zero, due to the 'dipole effect' (for more see Brekhovskikh and 

Lysanov, 1991:Section 4.1). It should be further noted that the excitation function 

can take the value of zero throughout the layer. It can be shown that for the £th 

mode there will be £ depths throughout the layer (excluding the free surface) where 

the excitation function is zero. If the source is placed at a depth where the excitation 
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function is zero, then that mode will not contribute to the total acoustic pressure 

field irrespective of the range or depth of the target. 

4.4 Range Dependent Normal Modes 

The normal mode solution to a range independent acoustic propagation prob

lem is exact (see Section 4.2). Unfortunately, for acousticians, the ocean is range 

dependent and acoustic models need to account for this variance under circumstances 

where the variance is large enough to modify the acoustic solution beyond some de

sired error tolerance. Such situations may include: sound propagation near an eddy 

or frontal region, or long range propagation where parameters only change slowly. 

The universally used method to account for range dependence by normal mode 

acoustic propagation models is to invoke the adiabatic approximation. This approx

imation neglects the coupling of normal modes due to horizontal variations in the 

medium. These variations may be due to a sloping bottom or a sound speed profile 

that changes with horizontal range. 

Mode coupling becomes a concern under certain circumstances and places re

strictions on the use of the adiabatic approximation. No method by which normal 

mode theory could be extended to the range dependent case where mode coupling is 

a distinct feature has been identified. 

This section will firstly present an outline of adiabatic normal mode theory 

as applied to an almost stratified medium. Finally, the domain of applicability of 

adiabatic mode theory will be identified in an attempt to place bounds on the use of 

adiabatic normal mode theory in solving acoustic propagation problems. 
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4.4.1 Adiabatic Normal Mode Theory 

Thorough derivations and explanations of adiabatic normal mode theory are 

contained in many references (Pierce, 1969; Milder 1969; Nagl et al., 1978; and 

Brekhovskikh and Lysanov, 1991). It is not the purpose of this section to repeat 

the very complex derivations contained within these references, but to present an 

outline of the theory and to highlight the main elements of the derivation and the 

assumptions invoked. The following derivation follows the work of Pierce (1965) and 

Hall and Irving (1989). 

Recall (from Chapter 2) that, in a stationary medium with constant density, 

the acoustic pressure p satisfies the time independent Helmholtz equation given by 

(4.31) 

where \7 2 is the Laplacian operator and k is the acoustic wavenumber. 

Consider a half-space of constant depth in which the sound speed c varies ar-

bitrarily with depth z, but only slowly with the horizontal coordinates ( x, y). Let 

Zt(zlx, y, w) be a set of normalised eigenfunctions of z, given values of x andy, that 

satisfy the surface and bottom boundary conditions and the following equation 

( 4.32) 

where el is the horizontal wavenumber eigenvalue of the fh normal mode. 

It can be shown that any field depending on z, for given values of x and y can 

be represented as an expansion in terms of the functions z~.. Therefore, the solution 

of Equation 4.31 is represented by a convergent series of the form 

L 

p = l:Ht(x,y,w)Zt(zlx,y,w) 
l=O 
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where each Hl is a yet to be specified function of x and y, and L is the mode number 

of the highest propagating mode. By substituting Equation 4.33 into Equation 4.31 

and subsequent multiplication by Zl(zix, y,w), followed by integration over z, the 

following set of coupled differential equations is obtained 

( 4.34) 

in which '\'H = (8j8x,8j8y) and the summation is over all m =/: £. 

The second order intermodal coupling coefficients Aml are given by 

( 4.35) 

and the first order coupling coefficients Bml are 

( 4.36) 

The right hand side of Equation 4.34 is small if the properties of the ocean 

medium vary sufficiently slowly with x andy. If it is small, then we may approximate 

the right hand side with zero, and therefore uncouple the equations of the normal 

modes. When uncoupled, each normal mode propagates independently of the others, 

adjusting to the varying conditions of the water mass. This approximation and the 

neglect of coupling between modes is the adiabatic approximation. 

The self coupling term Au in Equation 4.34, can be shown (Hall and Irving, 

1989) to be negligible in comparison to the el term of the same equation. This, along 

with the adiabatic approximation, reduces Equation 4.34 to the same form as the 

time independent wave equation in horizontal coordinates. 
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4.4.2 Validity of Adiabatic Approximation 

The complexity of range dependent mode propagation is well demonstrated 

by Tindle et al. (1987). One would superficially imagine upslope and downslope 

propagation to be quite similar. However, from the point of view of adiabatic normal 

mode theory, they are extremely different. For upslope propagation the adiabatic 

approximation fails when a mode reaches its cut-off depth. This failure in the adi-

abatic approximation can occur even over small slopes. For the case of downslope 

propagation, modal cut-off does not present a problem. 

In order for modal coupling to be neglected, the adiabatic approximation must 

hold, i.e. the right hand side of Equation 4.34 must be approximately zero. There is no 

rigorous criterion for assessing the validity of the adiabatic approximation, although 

it is widely accepted that it requires only small gradual changes in the water depth, 

sediment properties and sound speed as a function of horizontal range, only low 

mode numbers (less than approximately 10 to 30), a low enough frequency and short 

to medium range propagation. 

Milder (1969) and Nagl et al. (1978) consider normal mode propagation in a 

deep slowly varying sound channel. They determine that the adiabatic assumption 

will hold for a frequency much less than the adiabatic frequency !ad, such that 

27rc2 

f <<fad= S2 l8cj8rl ( 4.37) 

where Sis the ray cycle length (typically~ 40 km) and 8cj8r is the depth averaged 

horizontal gradient of sound speed. These authors find that fad ~ 600 Hz and 5 kHz 

respectively. 

Desaubies et al. (1986) introduce the concept that the adiabatic approximation 
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becomes less accurate as mode number increases. They show that, for a typical 

northwest Atlantic sound speed profile and a perturbation due to a Rossby wave, the 

approximation might break down above a few hundred hertz and mode numbers above 

10 to 30. They also tested sound speed profiles with large perturbations (although not 

unrealistic) and found that unacceptable errors in the acoustic pressure calculations 

were found. It is also interesting to note that these errors are not linear in the 

perturbations. 

The bottom slope also plays an important role in mode coupling. The valid

ity of the adiabatic approximation for slopes of approximately 0.5° was shown by 

McDaniel (1982). She compared the numerical results from the idealised ocean envi

ronment having a bottom slope of 0.5° to the results obtained from a method using 

the parabolic approximation (see Chapter 5). The results proved to be in good agree

ment. She then treated the problem of an ocean environment having a bottom slope 

of 5. 7° and it was shown that mode coupling played a dominant role and, as such, 

the adiabatic approximation is not valid under these circumstances. 

Desaubies (1984) demonstrates that the applicability of the adiabatic approxi

mation is also dependent upon range of propagation. Using an asymptotic expansion 

technique, he shows that, for propagation across an eddy for a horizontal range of 

100 km, the adiabatic frequency fad = 243 Hz, whereas, for a horizontal range of 300 

km, the adiabatic frequency fad = 140 Hz. 

The process of modal coupling is an extremely complicated process dependent 

upon a vast array of parameters. It is for this reason that the use of range dependent 

normal mode models should be restricted to occasions where the operator is confident 

that the adiabatic approximation holds. If the operator is in doubt as to the appli-
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cability of the approximation, then reference could be made to a parabolic equation 

solution for low frequency propagation and a ray theory or Gaussian beam model for 

high frequency propagation. 
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Chapter 5 

Parabolic Equation 

The phrase 'parabolic equation method' was coined by the scientists Leontovich 

and Fock in the mid-1940s, when they applied the method to the problem of long 

range tropospheric radio wave propagation (Tappert, 1977). 

Since its introduction, the parabolic equation method has been used in many 

differing scientific fields, including: laser beam propagation (Kelley, 1965); plasma 

physics (Tappert and Judice, 1972); beam propagation in a random media (Besieris 

and Tappert, 1973), and seismic wave propagation (Claerbout, 1970). 

The parabolic equation method entered the field of low frequency long range 

underwater acoustic propagation in the early seventies, via the work of Tappert and 

Hardin (1974). The acoustics community has accepted the parabolic equation approx

imation and has placed much emphasis on developing a variety of alternative meth

ods for solving the parabolic equation. These methods include the split-step Fourier 

algorithm, implicit finite difference method and the ordinary differential equation 

technique. 

Thompson and Chapman (1983) report that the validity of the standard parabolic 

approximation in ocean acoustics rests on two requirements: i) that the local vari-
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ations of the acoustic refractive index are small, and ii) that effective propagation 

paths are limited to a narrow aperture centred about the forward scatter direction. 

Even for ideal oceanic conditions the standard parabolic equation has two distinct 

restrictions: i) errors in the phase velocities of the propagating normal modes are 

introduced (McDaniel, 1975) , and ii) the method is restricted to non bottom limited 

environments (Thomson and Chapman, 1983). Tappert (1977) made the first attempt 

to develop a parabolic equation which could accommodate steeper angle propagation 

paths, which has been subsequently further developed by Thompson and Chapman 

(1983) based on operator splitting proposed by Feit and Fleck (1978). 

In the mid eighties a three-dimensional wide angle parabolic equation was de

veloped by Seigmann et al. (1985). This was based on the work of Baer (1981), 

who accounted for several three-dimensional effects in his study of sound propagation 

through mesoscale eddies. The three-dimensional parabolic equation is very impor

tant in a number of underwater acoustics applications, such as acoustic propagation 

around a seamount or through an eddy. 

More recent advancements in parabolic equation techniques have improved the 

accuracy and efficiency of differing algorithms, rather than extending the physical 

applicability of the technique. For example, Robertson et al. (1989) presented a 

method in which the range step was adaptively selected by a procedure within the 

parabolic approximation solving algorithm. This selection was achieved by having a 

user specified error tolerance window, and can dramatically reduce the program run 

time. 

The predominant advantage of the parabolic equation method is its capability 

to model low frequency propagation in range dependent environments (Tappert, 1977; 
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Davis et al., 1982). The method has this intrinsic capability because the parabolic 

equation is first order in the range variable and can be solved numerically by non

iterative marching techniques. In addition, one solves for a slowly varying function, 

and thus computations do not need to be done on the scale of a wavelength (Tappert, 

1977). 

In this chapter, the development of the parabolic equation will be presented, 

based on the method of operator splitting. Following, there will be a comparison of the 

three operator approximations and the resulting parabolic equations: the standard, 

Tappert's, and Thomson and Chapman's. A discussion of the errors associated with 

each operator approximation will then be presented. Then, a descriptive overview of 

the three major techniques used to initialise the parabolic equation will be presented. 

Finally, the three parabolic equation solution techniques will be examined, with a 

brief theoretical background presented to support each method. 

5.1 Basic Theory 

Several different derivations of the parabolic equation have been presented by 

many different authors (McDaniel, 1975; Tappert, 1977; Lee et al., 1981; Thomson 

and Chapman, 1983). The following derivation is based on the method of operator 

splitting; it is the most commonly found form of the parabolic equation derivation, 

as applica,ble to underwater acoustic propagation problems. The works of Tappert 

(1977), Thomson and Chapman (1983), Tran (1988) and Lindsay (C.Lindsay, Uni

versity of Victoria, unpublished manuscript, 1991) form the basis of the presented 

derivation although, for continuity, a single set of parameters have been used that 

may differ from those used in the referenced articles. 
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The following definitions are consistent with those used in Chapter 2, where 

the wave equation was fully described. The rotationally symmetric, time harmonic 

acoustic field in z > 0 of a cylindrical coordinate system (r, ~.p, z) is represented by 

p(r,z)exp(-iwt). Fort> 0, the acoustic field p(r,z) due to a point source located 

at t = 0, z = z1 , for a constant density ocean satisfies the scalar Helmholtz equation 

a2p 1 ap a2p 2 2 

a 2 + --a + a 2 + ko n ( r' z )p = 0 r r r z 
(5.1) 

where n(r, z) = c0 / c(r, z) is the acoustic refractive index and k0 = w /Co is a suitable 

reference wavenumber. For typical oceanic waveguide problems, it is convenient to 

remove cylindrical spreading via the transformation 

u(r,z) 
p(r,z) = rl/2 

from which it follows that the field u(r, z) is defined by 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

Essentially, only the far field zone is of interest, therefore it is assumed that k0 r > > 1 

and the index of refraction is of order unity. Equation 5.3 is simplified to 

By adopting the operator notation 

a 
p =- = ar 

ar 

( 
1 ) 1/2 

Q = n2 + k5a; 

Equation 5.4 may be cast in the concise form 
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(5.5) 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 



which can be factored according to 

(P + ikoQ)(P- ikoQ)u + iko[P, Q]u = 0 (5.8) 

where [P, Q] = PQ - QP is the commutator of the operators P and Q. If one 

assumes that the range dependence on n is so weak that the terms containing an/ or 

can be neglected, i.e. the media is very close to layered, then the operators commute 

[P, Q] = 0 and Equation 5.8 can be factorized into two parabolic equations 

(P + ik0 Q)u_ - 0 

(P- ikoQ)u+ - 0 

(5.9) 

(5.10) 

The general solution is the sum of their two solutions, one for the incoming wave ( u_) 

and the other for the outgoing wave ( u+). 

Low frequency acoustic waves in the ocean primarily propagate in a horizontal 

direction away from the source with very little reflection, backscattering or reverber-

ation. This allows the acoustic field to be represented by the parabolic equation for 

outgoing waves. Rearranging Equation 5.10 and substituting for P the following is 

obtained 

au - ikoQu = 0 
or (5.11) 

where the subscript on u has been dropped as only outgoing waves are being consid

ered. Equation 5.11 is only first order in rand is categorized as a differential equation 

of the parabolic type and admits a numerical solution by noniterative marching tech-

niques. In contrast, Equation 5. 7 is a differential equation of the elliptical type, which 

is much more difficult to solve numerically. 

In order to be able to numerically solve Equation 5.11, the square root of the 

operator Q must be specified. It is common practice to approximate Q using a 
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binomial expansion, where different truncation points to this expansion will lead to 

different parabolic equations. 

5.2 Approximations to Q 

This section examines the binomial expansion of Q using two further operators t 

and I"· Different approximations to Q are then used to define three distinct parabolic 

equations: the standard, Tappert's and Thomson and Chapman's. The works of 

Tappert (1977), Thomson and Chapman (1983) and Lindsay (C.Lindsay, University 

of Victoria, unpublished manuscript, 1991) form the essence of this section. 

5.2.1 Binomial expansion of Q 

Recall from Equation 5.6 that Q is formally given by 

[ 
1 ]1/2 

Q = n 2 ( r' z) + k5 a; 

Further operator functions are defined such that 

(5.12) 

(5.13) 

where t is a multiplication operator and I" is a differential operator. This allows Q to 

be written as follows 

Q = (1 + t + I" )1/2 (5.14) 

which can be expanded in a binomial series 

(5.15) 
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In order to derive parabolic equations, using the split step Fourier algorithm, 

the operator Q must be approximated by an appropriate truncation of Equation 5.15. 

The order of terms retained in Equation 5.15 is based on an assessment of how small 

the typical values oft and J1. are expected to be. Physically, lltll is the mean variation 

of the acoustic refractive index and IIJJ.II is the mean square angle of propagation with 

respect to the horizontal. 

5.2.2 Standard Approximation to Q : Q1 

The standard parabolic equation is obtained when the binomial expansion of 

Q (see Equation 5.15) is truncated after the second term. This leads to the approxi-

mat ion 
1 1 

Q ~ 1 + -t + -jJ. 
2 2 

Substituting Equation 5.16 into 5.11, gives 

au . ( 1 1 ) -- zk0 1 + -t + -JJ. u = 0 ar 2 2 

(5.16) 

(5.17) 

Sustituting Equations 5.12 and 5.13 into 5.17 gives the standard parabolic equation 

au i a2u iko 2 
-- --- -(n - 1)u = 0 ar 2k0 az2 2 . 

(5.18) 

Since Equation 5.18 was obtained by truncating Equation 5.15 after the second term, 

its validity rests on the requirement that the norm lit+ JJ.II is in some sense small. 

This requirement restricts the use of Equation 5.18 to small angle propagation and 

to areas where only a small variation in the acoustic reflective index occurs. 

5.2.3 Wide-angle Approximation to Q : Q2 

Tappert (1977) improved on the standard parabolic equation by imposing less 

stringent constraints on the approximation of Q. The wide angle parabolic equation 
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is derived by putting conditions on 11€11 such that it is small, whilst [[tL\[ may be of 

order unity. This means that Tappert's operator approximation is valid for wide angle 

propagation, but only allows for small variations in the acoustic refractive index. 

The essence of Tappert's wide-angle parabolic equation is as follows. By rear

ranging the binomial expansion of Q, the following may be obtained 

(5.19) 

Collecting terms in Equation 5.19 leads to 

(5.20) 

Since 11 may be of order unity and II € II is small, quadratic terms of E and cross terms 

of € and 11 are neglected in Equation 5.20. This leads to the simplification that 

1 Q ~ (1 + IL )1/2 + -€ 
2 

Thus using Equations 5.11, 5.12, 5.13 and 5.21 it can be shown that 

which is Tappert's wide angle parabolic equation. 

5.2.4 Improved Wide-angle Approximation to Q : Q3 

(5.21) 

(5.22) 

Thomson and Chapman (1983) developed the improved wide angle approxima

tion to Q, based on work of Feit and Fleck (1978). In developing the approximation 

of Q, Thomson and Chapman do not place constraints on IIEI[ or l[tL[[, except that 

I[EtL[I is small compared to 11(1 + €) 112 11 or 11(1 + tL)112 II· 
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The derivation of the improved wide angle approximation to Q commences in 

the same fashion as for approximations Q1 and Q2 , with the binomial expansion of 

Q. By rearranging Equation 5.20 the following may be obtained 

(5.23) 

By neglecting cross terms in E and Jl., Equation 5.23 may be approximated by 

(5.24) 

The operator identity 

(5.25) 

is substituted into Equation 5.24 to redefine Q as 

Q -(1 )1/2 j1. 
""' + E + (1 + j1. )1/2 + 1 (5.26) 

Thomson and Chapman's improved wide angle parabolic equation (Equation 

5.27) can now be easily developed using Equations 5.11, 5.12 and 5.26. 

au 'k j1. 'k ( ) -a - z 0 ( )1/2 u- z 0 n- 1 u = 0 
r 1+Ji. +1 

(5.27) 

Equation 5.27, was obtained by neglecting cross terms on E and Jl.· It is suitable 

for wide angle propagation, independent of the variation in the acoustic refractive 

index, provided that the magnitude of the product EJl. is small compared to either 

the magnitude of (1 + E) 112 or the magnitude of (1 + J1. )112. Physically, this means 

when propagation angles are large, the change in the acoustic refractive index must 

be small and conversely when the change in the acoustic refractive index is large the 

propagation angles must remain in some sense small. 
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Lindsay (C.Lindsay, University of Victoria, unpublished manuscript, 1991) used 

Snell's law of maximum propagation angle to show that physically as liE II tends to be 

large, then 111111 also tends to be large. That is to say, a strong sound speed gradient 

will strongly refract acoustic rays to steeper propagation angles. Therefore in oceanic 

regions of strong sound speed gradients, the constraint that cross terms in E and 11 

must be small, although necessary to implement the split-step algorithm, may prove 

to be a serious restriction. 

5.3 Maximum Errors in Approximations to Q 

In order to determine the domains of applicability of the three parabolic equa

tions derived in Section 5.2 and their relative accuracy, it is essential that the maxi

mum error for each estimation of Q, be calculated. With this knowledge it is possible 

to place an error bound on the differing parabolic equations. A simple error analy

sis, based on the works of Thomson and Chapman (1983) and Lindsay (C.Lindsay, 

University of Victoria, unpublished manuscript, 1991) is presented in this section. 

The accuracy of each of the approximations to Q is assessed by defining error 

measurements, such that Ei = Q- Qi, where i = 1, 2, 3. 

The error in the standard approximation to Q can be simply calculated by 

subtracting Equation 5.16 from Equation 5.15 to give 

(5.28) 

This error results from the neglect of second order and cross terms in E and 11· 

The error in the wide angle approximation to Q may be calculated by expanding 

Equation 5.21 in a binomial series and subtracting this from Equation 5.15 , thus 
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obtaining 

(5.29) 

which results from the neglect of second order terms in E and cross terms in E and !.1· 

The error in Thomson and Chapman's approximation to Q is made by expand

ing Equation 5.24 in a binomial series and subtracting it from Equation 5.15, giving 

(5.30) 

which results from the neglect of cross terms in E and f.l· 

It is now possible to obtain simple error bounds for each of the above error 

measurements. Let the acoustic refractive index, n = 1 + 8n, where 8n is a constant. 

A uniform variation of the acoustic refractive index is assumed to place an upper 

bound on individual error calculations. Thus using Equation 5.12 the identity 

(5.31) 

may be derived. Then for a single Fourier component of the field, i.e., 

u = exp[ik0 (r cos r.p ± z sin r.p )], it follows, using Equation 5.13, that 

(5.32) 

where r.p is the angle of propagation with respect to the horizontal. 

By substituting Equations 5.31 and 5.32 into Equations 5.28, 5.29 and 5.30 the 

following bounds are placed on individual estimates 

IE1i < ~[18nl(2 + l8nl) + sin2 r.p) 2 (5.33) 

1£21 < ~l8nl(2 + l8nl)[l8nl(2 + l8nl) + 2 sin2 r.p) (5.34) 

1£31 < ~l8nl(2 + l8nl) sin2 r.p (5.35) 
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For the idealised case of a uniform medium (8n = 0) both the wide angle 

approximations have errors of exactly zero, for all angles of propagation. Thus both 

Tappert's and Thomson and Chapman's parabolic equations are exact for a uniform 

medium. The error in the standard parabolic equation is bounded by ~ sin4 tp, which 

only becomes exact for horizontal propagation ('P = 0). For a non uniform medium 

it is instructive to assess the error bounds graphically, where maximum errors are 

plotted as functions of !'PI and J8nJ. 

In Figure 5.1a, the error bounds (as a percentage of Q defined by Equation 5.14) 

are plotted as a function of propagation angle (Jtpl), where the value of J8nJ is held 

constant at 0.1. It is evident that JE31 < IE2I ~ JE1I for all angles. It is also evident 

that for propagation angles less than approximately 20 degrees, Tappert's high angle 

approximation Q2, is not a significant improvement to the standard approximation 

Q1 . The constant difference between E2 and E3 is simply explained by subtracting 

Equation 5.35 from Equation 5.34. The following expression for the difference between 

E2 and E3 is obtained 

(5.36) 

which is explicitly a constant for a constant value of 8n. 

Figure 5.1b, shows the error bounds (again as a percentage of Q) plotted as a 

function of J8nl for a constant value of propagation angle (i'PI = 20°). It is clear that 

IE31 ~ JE2J < JE1J, for all values of J8nJ. The constant difference between E1 and E2 

can be readily calculated by subtracting 5.34 from 5.33, to obtain the expression 

"E 1 . 4 
u 12 = S sm 'P (5.37) 

which is a constant for constant values of 'P· 
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Figure 5.1: (a) Error bounds (as a percentage of Q) IEil versus i'PI for the three 
approximations Qi, i = 1, 2, 3. l8nl = 0.1. (b) Error bounds (as a percentage of Q) 
lEi I versus l8nl for the three approximations Qi, i = 1, 2, 3. I'PI = 20° 
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This simple error analysis implies that the improved wide angle approximation 

Q3 , is superior to the standard and wide angle parabolic approximations. This is 

particularity the case in regions of high acoustic refractive index where the approxi

mations Q1 and Q2 diverge rapidly from Q, for increasing values of l8nl. 

5.4 The Initialisation Problem 

Before any numerical method can be employed to solve a particular parabolic 

equation, an input set of values, u( r0 , z ), at some initial range r0 (typically several 

wavelengths from the source) must be determined. This is known as the 'initialisation 

problem'. 

Three common methods are in use to determine the input field, namely: Gaus

sian, normal mode and ray tracing. This section will present a descriptive overview of 

each method along with a list of advantages and disadvantages associated with them. 

5.4.1 Gaussian Field 

Thorough derivations of the Gaussian field method can be located in Tappert 

(1977), Davis et al. (1982) and Coppens (1982). The following descriptive overview 

is based on these three works. 

The Gaussian method for field initialisation is valid when the source is several 

wavelengths from any boundary, meaning that near the point source the field is a 

spherically spreading wave. 

A region is defined such that it is at least several wavelengths from the source 

but less distance from the source than the width of the sound channel (or roughly 

the scale length of the thermocline). This region is known as the 'overlap' region. 
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It is possible to define the acoustic pressure, in this region, by both the spherically 

spreading wave and the appropriate parabolic equation. By comparing these two 

equations and making the small angle approximation, ( iz- z1 1 / r < < 1) to the second 

order, an approximate form of u ( r, z) can be determined for the overlap region. It is 

now possible to determine the input field for the parabolic equation. 

According to Tappert (1977) some of the advantages of the Gaussian method 

are: 

(a) in a homogenous medium, the phase is correct and the distribution of intensity in 

depth will be correct to the second order in angle, provided the appropriate source is 

assumed at r=O, 

(b) the appropriate source selection will not produce spurious side lobes, and 

(c) the method is computationally simple. 

Davis et al. (1982) list the disadvantages of the Gaussian method as follows: 

(a) it is symmetric about the source depth and hence not appropriate near bound

aries, and 

(b) in wavenumber (angle) space it 'rolls off' slowly, thereby allowing energy corre

sponding to high angles to propagate and at the same time reducing the energy for 

small angles (i.e. it does not match the field of a wavenumber limited point source). 

In order to reduce the effect of the second disadvantage it is useful to limit the 

propagating angle at both the source and also down range. This can be done by 

means of a wavenumber filter applied to the solution at each range step (Davis et al., 

1982). 
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5.4.2 Initialisation by Normal Mode 

The method of initialising the parabolic equation by normal modes has received 

widespread use, including the works of Jenson and Krol (1975), and Perkins et al. 

(1983). It is typically used when the environment is considered range independent, 

and the bottom fiat, as the procedure will then produce the exact initial field. The 

following procedure for implementing the normal mode solution is based on the work 

of Davis et al. (1982). 

The normal mode solution p(r0 , z), to the elliptical wave equation for the initial 

environment is calculated, according to the assumption that the medium is stratified 

near the source. This solution is then related to the initial parabolic equation field 

u(r0 , z) by the expression 

(5.38) 

where the value of r0 is typically the order of several wavelengths. This relatively 

simple technique for initialising parabolic equations is limited by the ability of the 

normal mode solution to be able to accurately model sound propagation in the vicinity 

of the source. A full explanation of normal mode theory and its limitations are 

contained in Chapter 4. 

5.4.3 Initialisation by Ray Tracing 

Field initialisation by ray tracing techniques appears to be the least widely used 

of the three methods, although an example may be found in Guthrie and Gordon 

(1977). It is often useful to use the technique in a range dependent environment, 

especially in regions of a non fiat bottom, where the exact field cannot be calculated 

by normal mode methods. A detailed description of ray tracing techniques (ray 
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theory) is presented in Chapter 3. 

The method of initialising the parabolic equation, using ray trace techniques 

takes the following pattern. The required family of rays is traced out to the range r 0 , 

with all phase information retained, and then combined to give the resultant pressure 

distribution for all z at range r0 from the source. The ray developed function u(r0 , z) 

is now used to initialise the parabolic equation. 

5.5 Solution Techniques 

The parabolic equations, derived in Section 5.2, are solved using one of three 

numerical techniques. These techniques are: i) split-step Fourier algorithm; ii) im

plicit finite difference method, and iii) ordinary differential equation. 

The split-step Fourier algorithm was introduced to the acoustics community by 

Tappert (1977). The algorithm is relatively simple and reasonably efficient however 

several difficulties arise when there is strong interaction of acoustic waves with the 

ocean bottom. These problems are due to density and compressional sound-speed 

discontinuities at the water/ sediment interface, strong gradients of the compressional 

sound speed in the sediment layers, and rigidity in the sediment layers that produces 

shear waves (Bucker, 1983). 

The general purpose, ordinary differential equation technique for solving para

bolic equations was originated by Lee and Papadakis (1980). The technique is seen 

as an improvement upon the split-step Fourier algorithm, where bottom interaction 

is strong, because it applies efficient numerical methods and treats bottom boundary 

conditions realistically. The method's main disadvantage is that a large amount of 

computer memory is required. 
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Lee et al. (1981) introduced an implicit finite difference scheme for solving 

parabolic equations. The scheme has the advantage over the split-step Fourier algo

rithm of, given bottom descriptions and boundary conditions, the problem is confined 

to the water column. This is because the finite difference algorithm can follow the 

bottom contour by approximating it with straight line segments (Lee et al., 1981). 

The scheme has the advantage over the ordinary differential equation method of not 

requiring a large amount of computer memory. 

More recent works related to the numerical solution of parabolic equations have 

concentrated on enhancing and refining the capabilities of existing methods, particu-

larity the split-step algorithm (Thomson and Chapman, 1983) and the implicit finite 

difference scheme (Robertson et al., 1989). 

This section will present a brief summary of the theoretical background sup

porting each scheme and refer the reader to relevant articles for a complete derivation. 

5.5.1 Split-step Fourier Algorithm 

In this section the numerical implementation of the parabolic equation (5.11), 

will be discussed where the operator Q is approximated by Q3 (Equation 5.26). A 

thorough development of the associated parabolic equation ( 5.27) is located in Sec

tion 5.2.4. The following derivation is based on the works of Thomson and Chap

man (1983) and Lindsay (C.Lindsay, University of Victoria, unpublished manuscript, 

1991). 

Recall, from Equation 5.27, Thomson and Chapman's wide angle parabolic 

equation is 

aau - iko ( ~1/2 u- iko(n- 1)u = 0 
r 1+,u +1 
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If the operator notation 

A(z) 
1 {)2 

[(k5 + 8;)112 + k0] 8z2 
(5.39) 

and 

B(r, z) = ko[n(r, z)- 1] (5.40) 

is adopted and Equation 5.13 substituted into Equation 5.27 then, the wide angle 

parabolic equation can be expressed as 

au~; z) - i[A(z) + B(r, z)]u(r, z) = 0 (5.41) 

Assume that the solution at r = ro + ~r is of the form 

{ [ rro+l:l.r rro+l:l.r l } 
u(r,z) = u(r0 ,z)exp i lro A(z)dr + lro B(r,z)dr ( 5.42) 

which is only approximate, since [A(z) + B(r, z)] does not commute with its integral. 

Then assume that the index of refraction, n(r, z) only varies slowly as a function of 

range, so that the following approximation may be made 

iko lro+l:l.r iko 
- [n2 (r, z)- 1]dr ~ -[n2(r, z)- 1]~r 
2 ~ 2 

(5.43) 

Therefore the solution to Equation 5.42 reduces to 

u(ro + ~r, z) ~ u(r0 , z) exp[i~r(A +B)] (5.44) 

The exponential operator may be split, correct to 0( ~r2 ) according to 

exp [i~r(A +B)] ~ exp(i~rA) exp(i~rB) 

~ exp(i~rA/2) exp(i~rB) exp(i~rA/2) (5.45) 

where B(r, z) represents the phase shift due to the medium at each range increment 

and A( z) represents the phase shift due to the propagation of the waveform, which is 
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spatially dependent (on propagation angle). A( z) is calculated at range increments at 

which the index of refraction is averaged between the previous and subsequent range 

increments. This averaging increases range resolution without increasing computer 

time, as the acoustic field, u(r, z) may be approximated by the expression 

N 

u(r0 + N ~r, z) ~ u(ro, z) II exp[i~r(A +B)] 
n=O 

~ exp( i~r A/2) exp( i~r B) exp( i~r A) 

x exp(i~rB) ... u(ro,z) (5.46) 

The exponential operator u(r, z) exp( i~r A/2) can be redefined using Fourier trans

forms such that 

u(r, z) exp( i~r A/2) = ;:-l ( exp { 2[( kS =i:f)~: + ko] }:Fu(r, z)) (5.47) 

where :F denotes the discrete Fourier transform from z space to kz space and ;:-1 

denotes the inverse Fourier transform. 

Hence the implementation of the split-step Fourier method is computationally 

simple. By transforming A( z) from z space to kz space, via the Fourier transform, the 

phase of the waveform may be updated in phase space for each angular component, 

and then transformed back into z space by use of the inverse Fourier transform, 

according to Equation 5.4 7. 

5.5.2 Ordinary Differential Equation Technique 

In this section a general derivation to solve parabolic equations by the method 

of ordinary differential equations will be presented. The presented derivation is a 

summary of the works of Lee and Papadakis (1980). 
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Adapting the operator notation 

a(k0 , r, z) 

and 

= _:k0 (n 2 - 1) 
2 

b = 
2ko 

the standard parabolic equation (5.18) may be expressed in the general form 

(5.48) 

(5.49) 

(5.50) 

By discretizing the Uzz portion of Equation 5.50 with a second order central difference 

in the z direction, the following is obtained 

(5.51) 

where ~z is a depth increment. Equation 5.51 represents a system of first order 

ordinary differential equations, namely 

(5.52) 

Lee and Papadakis express Equation 5.52 in matrix form, and in doing so define 

an initial value boundary problem which takes the form 

au 
Dr= f(ko,r,z)u+g(ko,r,z,u) (5.53) 

In order to solve Equation 5.53, it is necessary that boundary conditions are defined. 

Lee and Papadakis (1980) show how boundary conditions are treated for both a 

horizontal and sloping bottom. The techniques follow the pattern of reducing the 

above initial value boundary problem into purely an initial value problem where the 

initial conditions are defined with the use of the Hankel function. 
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In order to solve the ordinary differential equation by numerical methods, one 

of two techniques is typically applied, the linear multistep or the nonlinear multistep. 

The details of these techniques are beyond the scope of this paper, and for further 

information the interested reader is referred to Lee and Papadakis (1980). 

5.5.3 Implicit Finite Difference Method 

In this section the implicit finite difference technique will be used to derive the 

solution to parabolic equations. The presented derivation is a summary of the works 

of Lee et al. (1981) and Lee and Botseas (1982). 

Following the derivation in Section 5.5.2, recall that the standard parabolic 

equation can be expressed as 

where the operators a(k0 , r, z) and b are defined by Equations 5.48 and 5.49. This 

expression may be further simplified by setting 

a2 
L = a(k0 ,r,z) + baz2 

Thus the standard parabolic equation may be recast as 

au 
-=Lu 
ar 

( 5.54) 

(5.55) 

Throughout the remainder of this section, superscripts are used to indicate range 

level and subscripts to indicate depth levels. 

The Taylor expansion is used to express u(r + 6.r, z) as 

[ a 1 a2 ] u(r + 6.r,z) = 1 + 6.r ar + 2!(6.r)2 ar2 + ... u(r,z) (5.56) 
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which can be re-expressed as 

u(r + ~r, z) = u(r, z) exp ( ~r :r) (5.57) 

H we let z = m~z, r = n~r and u(r, z) = u(n~r, m~z) = u~ then using Equations 

5.55 and 5.57 we may define the implicit finite difference formula 

exp ( -~~rL) u~+l = exp (~~rL) u~ (5.58) 

Using Equation 5.58 to solve the variable coefficient parabolic wave equation (Equa

tion 5.56) by means of the Crank-Nicolson method, one obtains 

(5.59) 

Substituting for L, by the use of Equation 5.54, and using a second order central 

difference in the depth direction for the second derivative of u with respect to z, one 

can express Equation 5.58 in matrix form, such that 
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x1 -t.af+1 0 0 0 0 

1 ,Bn.+l -2 2 x2 -t.B~+l 0 0 0 un+1 
1 

u~+1 

un+l m-1 
0 0 0 0 Xm-1 -l,Bn+1 

2 m-1 un+1 m 

0 0 0 0 -l,Bn.+l 
2 m Xm 
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The two components of the first column vector on the right hand side of Equa

tion 5.60 correspond to the surface and bottom boundary points, respectively, at the 

advanced range level. The second column vector contains the initial field and the last 

column vector contains surface and bottom boundary points at the initial range level. 

Lee et al. (1981) present a summary of the implicit finite difference theory with 

regard to its consistency, stability and convergence. They show that the method is 

consistent, stable and converges. The interested reader is referred to the above text 

for further information. 
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Chapter 6 

Alternative Modelling Techniques 

A number of techniques have been developed in order to solve the Helmholtz 

equation, with the most widely used techniques described in Chapter 3 (Ray theory), 

Chapter 4 (Normal mode) and Chapter 5 (Parabolic equation) of the thesis. There 

are, however, further techniques used in both the operational and research communi

ties that contribute to the overall ability to model underwater acoustic propagation. 

The four main alternative methods are: i) fast field theory; ii) multipath expansion; 

iii) Gaussian beam tracing; and iv) finite element methods. This chapter will intro

duce the reader to these four techniques by means of presenting a brief history of 

each, and a descriptive overview of the theory and by highlighting the strengths and 

weaknesses of each technique. 

6.1 Fast Field Theory 

Fast field theory, as applied to acoustic wave propagation, was originally devel

oped by March and Elam (1967) and extended by DiNapoli (1971). Various imple

mentations, in recent years, of fast field code to solve underwater acoustic propaga

tion problems have demonstrated that its capability is far beyond that of the original 
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models (see for example Schmidt and Jenson, 1988). Such improvements include 

accounting for elastic medium, interfacial roughness and impulsive sources (Porter, 

1988). 

Fast field programs assume that the environment is range independent, reducing 

the problem to solving for acoustic pressure in one-dimension and leading to a great 

simplification of the Helmholtz equation. Theoretical justification for the fast field 

theory can be found in DiNapoli and Deavonport (1980), Schmidt (1984) and Porter 

(1988). The following descriptive overview of the method is a summary from these 

three references. 

A simplified form of the Helmholtz equation is obtained by assuming a range 

independent environment. In essence, terms containing 8 I 8r are set to zero in Equa

tion 2.3. A Fourier-Bessel transform is applied to the simplified Helmholtz equa

tion and boundary conditions are set such that the surface is a pressure release 

surface (i.e. p(z = 0) = 0) and the bottom is a perfectly rigid boundary (i.e. 

8pl 8z(z = bottom) = 0). The solution of this boundary value problem yields a 

pressure field in Fourier-Bessel space ((k, z), and the final pressure is obtained using 

the inverse Fourier-Bessel function 

p(r, z) = laoo ((k, z)Jo(kr)kdk (6.1) 

This is referred to as the spectral integral representation of the solution. 

It can be shown that ((k, z) decays rapidly to zero for k > K where K 

max( w I c( z) ). Thus, the integral at Equation 6.1 only needs to be calculated over the 

truncated interval [0, K]. The calculation of the acoustic field requires the evaluation 

of the truncated integral for every point in range and depth of interest. This can be 

performed efficiently by use of the asymptotic approximation to the Bessel function 
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to obtain 
exp(i7r/4) {K 1; 2 . 

p(r, z) = (27rr)1/2 lo ((k, z)k exp(tkr)dk (6.2) 

This has the form of a Fourier transform function and can be solved by means of a 

Fast Fourier Transform. 

The main advantage of the fast field technique is that it yields a result that 

is essentially exact. The only approximation made, beyond those of the Helmholtz 

equation, is the asymptotic approximation to the Bessel function. This approximation 

induces negligible errors beyond a wavelength or so from the source (Porter, 1988). 

Jenson (1984) states that the technique's principal disadvantage is that the procedure 

is not easily automated. 

6.2 Multipath Expansion Technique 

The multipath expansion technique for solving underwater acoustic propagation 

problems, although known for several decades, has only received limited attention in 

the open literature. The following summary of the technique and its application is 

taken from Weinburg (1975) and Etter (1991). 

The acoustic field can be represented as an indefinite integral by use of Green's 

function and a zero order Hankel function (see Chapter 4 for more information). 

Multipath expansion techniques expand the acoustic field integral in terms of an 

infinite set of integrals, each of which is associated with a particular ray. Examples 

of particular rays may include direct path, bottom bounce and surface reflected rays. 

The method is also referred to as the WKB method because a generalized WKB 

approximation is used to solve the depth-dependent wave equation. 

The problem can be simplified without losing accu.racy by replacing the infinite 
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set of integrals describing the acoustic field by a finite set of integrals evaluated 

over the limited interval of the real e-axis, where e is the modulus of the horizontal 

wavenumber. This means that only certain modes are considered and the resulting 

acoustic pressure field can be expressed as a finite sum of finite integrals, where each 

is associated with a particular ray path. 

The method is a hybrid approach to solving the problem of underwater acoustic 

propagation containing elements of both ray theory and normal mode theory. Since 

the more advanced versions of multipath expansion models provide correction for

mulae to carry the WKB approximation through turning points, the method can 

account for first order diffraction effects and caustics. This is a major advantage over 

the classical ray theory models. The technique does not allow for environmental range 

dependence, and is typically applicable to the modelling of acoustic propagation in 

deep water at intermediate to high frequencies. 

6.3 Gaussian Beam Tracing 

The Gaussian beam tracing method for determining the acoustic field was first 

proposed by Cerveny et al. (1982). It has received only limited exposure in the open 

literature although some of the results obtained from this method have been very 

impressive compared with its parent technique, ray theory (for example see Porter 

and Bucker, 1987). A thorough theoretical background to the Gaussian beam tracing 

method can be found in Cerveny et al. (1982). 

Gaussian beam tracing methods can be considered a hybrid of both ray trac

ing and parabolic equation techniques for solving the acoustic field. The method 

associates with each ray a beam with a Gaussian intensity profile normal to the ray 
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(Figure 6.1). The contributions to the intensity profile are evaluated by the parabolic 

wave equation method. Cerveny et al. (1982) state that, from a physical point of 

view, these solutions correspond to the Gaussian beams. The wave field within any 

small region in the medium is determined as a superposition of all Gaussian beams 

that pass through the particular region. 

Ray 
(0,0) 

Figure 6.1: Gaussian beam defining energy intensity profile generated by a ray as it 
passes through (0,0). This intensity profile is three-dimensional. 
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The Gaussian beams have two distinct characteristics. Firstly, the amplitude 

of each beam decreases exponentially with increasing distance from the ray and, 

secondly, the intensity spectrum is Gaussian, that is to say, the amplitude profile 

along each cross-section of the beam is bell-shaped. 

The main advantage that Gaussian beam tracing offers over classical ray tracing 

techniques is that the procedure is applicable in many regions where the ray tracing 

methods fail. These regions include caustics and shadow zones. The Gaussian beam 

tracing technique would appear to be preferred to the normal mode, parabolic equa

tion and fast field methods for high frequency, range-dependent problems where these 

methods are either highly computationally intensive or not applicable. 

6.4 Finite Element Methods 

The finite element method (FEM) is a general numerical solution technique 

for solving differential and integral equations. The method provides an accurate 

numerical solution to a number of physical problems, and is extensively used in many 

fields of science and engineering. A number of excellent texts are available that 

comprehensively describe the FEM. Examples of such texts include Desai (1979), 

Johnson (1987), Akin (1982) and Becker et al. (1981). References that focus on 

the applicability and use of the FEM with regard to underwater acoustic propagation 

include DiNapoli and Deavonport (1980), Murphy and Chin-Bing (1989) and Murphy 

and Chin-Bing (1991 ). The following paragraphs present a brief summary of the FEM, 

oriented towards its use in underwater acoustic propagation. Firstly, a brief history 

of the technique will be presented. This will be followed by a descriptive overview of 

the FEM. Finally, the principal advantages and disadvantages of the technique will 
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be identified. 

The following historical summary of the FEM is based on the work of Johnson 

(1987). The FEM was introduced in the late fifties and early sixties by structural 

engineers and, the method was considered a generalisation of other methods, used in 

the same field, where the structure was broken down into a number of finite elements, 

with known simple behaviour within each element. The mathematical study of the 

FEM started in the mid sixties, and it became readily apparent that the method was a 

general technique for the numerical solution of partial differential equations. The late 

sixties and early seventies saw the technique further develop into a general method for 

the numerical solution of partial differential and integral equations with applications 

in many branches of science and engineering. More recently, the technique has been 

introduced into the field of underwater acoustic propagation with a number of very 

encouraging results (Murphy and Chin-Bing, 1989 and Murphy and Chin-Bing, 1991). 

Current FEM underwater acoustic models can simulate an acoustic scenario where 

the sound speed, in both the water column and ocean bottom, may vary with range 

and depth, as may the depth of the water /bottom interface. The ocean bottom can 

be treated as an elastic medium with range and depth dependence in shear speed and 

shear attenuation. Future modifications will allow the water column to be treated as 

fully three-dimensional instead of being cylindrically symmetric. 

In order to solve a particular boundary value problem with the FEM, such as 

the Helmholtz equation (Equation 2.1), a number of steps must be taken that are 

common to the technique. These steps are summarised in the following paragraphs. 

Firstly, the domain of interest (also called the finite element mesh) must be sub

divided into a discrete number of non-overlapping finite elements. Acoustic propaga-
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tion loss models typically divide the finite element mesh into triangular or rectangular 

elements with approximately eight elements per acoustic wavelength. An example of 

a rectangular element grid is presented in Figure 6.2. Because each element does 

not need to be the same dimension, the FEM can accurately portray a complicated 

water /bottom interface. A node is created at the point where three or more elements 

intersect (for a two-dimensional problem). The physical property to be modelled is 

calculated locally within each element and then all local elements are combined to 

obtain a global solution. In acoustic propagation loss models the physical property 

calculated within each element is typically acoustic pressure or particle displacement. 

AIR (Acoustic Pressure=O) 

RADIATION CONDITION 

Figure 6.2: Rectangular finite element grid with boundary conditions. 
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The second step is to establish a number of boundary conditions that must be 

satisfied by the solution. The first boundary condition is to assume that the acoustic 

pressure vanishes at the air/water interface, i.e. the pressure release condition. Sec

ondly, it is assumed that the ocean bottom is homogeneous beyond some maximum 

depth, and the sound speed profile does not vary beyond some maximum range. This 

allows the acoustic model to invoke the radiation boundary condition. That is, beyond 

this point, there is theoretically no acoustic energy reflected back into the interior. 

In practice, acoustic models approximate the radiation condition by a narrow angle 

radiation condition which is valid for plane waves incident on the boundary within a 

small angle about the boundarys normal. The work of Murphy and Chin-Bing (1989) 

indirectly suggests that the approximation holds for plane waves within 70 degrees of 

the normal. For waves outside this domain, one must consider that acoustic energy is 

relatively small due to attenuation affects. Finally, each element must obey physical 

continuity conditions with adjoining elements. 

The physical quantity to be calculated, within each element, is calculated el

ement by element, with the use of basis or interpolation functions. Murphy and 

Chin-Bing (1989) make use of a linear Lagrangian interpolation function. A set of 

interpolation functions must be formed for each finite element, and the unknown 

solution is expressed as a linear combination of these interpolation functions. The 

interpolation functions have three distinct characteristics. Firstly, for each element, 

the interpolation functions must vanish outside the particular element. Secondly, the 

interpolation functions are normalised such that the sum of the interpolation func

tions, at any point within the element, is unity. Finally, the ith interpolation function 

will equal unity at the ith node and zero at the other nodes on the boundary of the 
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element. 

Now that the contributions from each element have been determined, it is pos

sible to form an expression for the global pressure vector, PV, i.e. the unknown 

acoustic pressure field. This is achieved by defining a global force vector, GF and 

a global stiffness matrix, GST IF F. The predominate method for determining the 

global pressure vector and the global stiffness matrix is by the Galerkin method. A 

discussion of this method is not contained in this work but can be found in most FEM 

text books. An example of determining GF and GST IFF, for a two-dimensional 

problem, is contained in Becker et al. (1981), Section 4.5.2. In order to determine 

PV, one must solve the system 

GSTIFF · PV = GF (6.3) 

where PV and GF are n-dimensional vectors, and GST IFF is an x n matrix, and 

n is the total number of nodes in the finite element mesh. 

The singular system of matrix equations described by Equation 6.3, is sparse, 

banded and symmetric. This significantly reduces the computation power and com

puter memory required to solve the set of equations. Single value decomposition 

techniques are used to solve the system of equations, by factoring the symmetric 

GST IFF matrix into three simpler matrices. Details of single value decomposition 

can be found in Press et al. ( 1989). 

The advantages of the FEM, when applied to acoustic propagation, are numer

ous when compared to other techniques for solving the Helmholtz equation. They are 

summarised below: 

(a) the accuracy of the method, for range dependent acoustic propagation, is consid-
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ered superior to other techniques. This, of course, assumes the FEM is applied with 

appropriate element size, valid boundary conditions and interpolation functions that 

can accurately represent the pressure field within each element; 

(b) representation of complex ocean and bottom environments is easily achieved, and 

(c) the technique is capable of modelling fully three-dimensional ocean environments. 

The shortcomings of the FEM are predominately associated with the computer 

power and memory required to solve and store the system of equations described by 

Equation 6.3. Documented use of the technique is currently restricted to shallow 

water, low frequency, short range acoustic propagation, although, given the current 

growth rate of computer memory and speed, the technique's future is guaranteed in 

the field of underwater acoustic propagation modelling. 
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Chapter 7 

Computer Implementation of 
Numerical Acoustic Propagation 
Loss Models. 

A number of techniques have been described to predict underwater acoustic 

propagation. In order to convert these techniques to computer code, numerical meth-

ods must be introduced that solve the appropriate equations. The introduction of 

these numerical methods, along with the underlying assumptions and approximations 

associated with individual propagation techniques, dictates that no single acoustic 

propagation model is adequate for all applications. For this reason, it is appropri

ate that, as part of this study, a package of a few acoustic propagation models be 

developed. 

The acoustic package, developed as part of this work, is identified with the 

acronym 'IMAPPS': Integrated Multi-model Acoustic Propagation Prediction Sys

tem. The IMAPPS is a combination of five acoustic propagation loss models, both 

range dependent and range independent, that are accessed via a single shell script 

(i.e. the IMAPPS operating system). The shell script identifies the model to be 

executed, builds the appropriate input information, executes the desired model and 
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then displays the selected output. The five models in the IMAPPS are based on 

four different techniques for solving the Helmholtz equation (Equation 2.1). These 

techniques are: ray theory (Chapter 3), normal mode theory (Chapter 4), parabolic 

equation approximation (Chapter 5) and fast field theory (Section 6.1). The indi

vidual applicability of each technique, with regard to propagation loss modelling, is 

summarized in Table 2.1. 

The IMAPPS is operational on a Hewlett Packard 9000/720 (HP720) worksta

tion, with a UNIX operating system. All the propagation loss source code is written 

in FORTRAN, while the graphical source code is written in Interactive Data Lan

guage (IDL). The on screen graphical output is in the X Window format, hardcopy 

grey scale output is produced by a Hewlett Packard Laserjet III printer and colour 

output produced by a Tektronics Phaser PX i colour printer. 

Traditional propagation loss models present the transmission loss plot in graph

ical form where the transmission loss is taken at a number of discrete points and all 

the discrete points are connected to form a transmission loss plot. The IMAPPS uses 

a simple, although innovative, method of data processing that produces an opera

tionally more realistic and usable product than the more traditional methods. The 

method is based on the idea of averaging the acoustic power over a desired space 

interval, and then using this average power to produce an 'average' transmission loss 

value for the particular interval. 

In this chapter a brief description of the five propagation loss models, incor

porated into the IMAPPS, will be presented. This description will be followed by 

a summary of output products available from the IMAPPS. Then, a description of 

the transmission loss data processing technique will be presented along with a simple 
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example that demonstrates the applicability and value of the technique. Finally, a 

sensitivity study will be presented to show how the method of power averaging han

dles an acoustical environment where each point making up the sound speed profile 

is modified by a Gaussian distributed sound speed error value. 

7.1 Description of Propagation Loss Models 

Five acoustic propagation loss models have been incorporated into the IMAPPS. 

The five models in the IMAPPS are: FACTlOB (ray theory), IFD PE (parabolic 

equation approximation), SAFARI (fast field theory), SUPERSNAPl (normal mode 

theory) and PROLOS* (normal mode theory). 

In order to incorporate the models into the IMAPPS, many modifications were 

required to the original source code. The changes were principally made for one of two 

reasons. Firstly, changes were required so that the source code was compatible with 

the FORTRAN compiler resident on the HP720 workstation, and, secondly so that 

the form of the output from all the models was identical. In many cases, the latter 

involved the manipulation of the code such that the model produced output never 

intended by the individual model author. As an example, the original FACTlOB, IFD 

PE and PROLOS* source code did not allow for contour plots prior to this work. 

Each propagation loss model requires a particular form of input file containing 

different environmental and acoustic information. A FORTRAN executable program 

has been written, as an interface to each propagation loss model that asks the user a 

series of questions before producing a formatted input file appropriate to the selected 

model. The information asked by input producing programs is focussed towards the 

needs of the operational user and, as such, many of the options or environmental 
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characteristics provided by the author of the original source code have been elimi

nated or are determined by the input producing program. All the models, through 

the interface programs, have been standardized such that each model has the follow

ing features: 

(a) the water characteristics profile is entered as a sound speed profile where speed 

has units ms-1 and depth has units m; 

(b) the user specified source and receiver depths are limited to one for each individual 

model run; 

(c) the number of source frequencies per run is limited to one; 

(d) the output produced by individual models is limited to sound speed profiles, trans

mission loss plots and contour plots; 

(e) the horizontal range step is determined by the input program based on the max

imum desired range of the solution and/or the source frequency; 

(f) in cases where a vertical range step is required, the input procedure determines 

the value based on total water depth and/or source frequency; 

(g) the number of sediment layers is limited to one; and 

(h) for the normal mode models, the first and last modes to be calculated are deter

mined by the input producing programs. In each case the first mode to be calculated 

is mode zero and the last mode calculated is equal to the maximum allowable mode 

that can be calculated by that particular model. The maximum allowable mode 

for SUPERSNAP1 is 500, whereas PROLOS*, as modified by Newton (1989), can 

calculate 1000 modes. 

The normal mode models calculate the number of trapped modes for a partic

ular acoustic scenario, and assume that only these modes contribute to the acoustic 
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pressure field. Even though there may be higher modes present, bottom attenuation 

assures that they will only contribute in the near field. Section 4.2 showed how to 

calculate the number of contributing modes for a problem involving a perfectly re

flecting bottom. In the case where the bottom is not perfectly reflecting, there have 

been a number of formulae developed to estimate the number of trapped modes. The 

formula presented in Ellis (1985) is one such example, and expresses the number of 

trapped modes as the integer part of N, where N is given by 

N=0.5+ c~~) (~- ~r (7.1) 

and h is the water depth, f is the acoustic frequency, Cm is the minimum sound speed 

in the water, Cb is the sound speed in the bottom most layer and ry is a dimensionless 

quantity which only depends on the shape of the sound speed profile. The value of ry 

is typically between 0.5 and 1.0. As examples, ry = 1 for a two-isovelocity layer model, 

ry = 0.79 for a parabolic profile, and ry = 0.67 for a bilinear profile (Ellis, 1985). 

The models were compiled at the highest level of optimisation acceptable to the 

code. Unfortunately due to the age of the individual source code, only a low level of 

optimisation was possible. 

The individual models all have distinct characteristics that will be identified in 

the following sections. The focus of the individual model descriptions will centre on: 

the model origin, special features of the model, limitations of the model, model run 

times and applicability to an operational environment. The method of testi~ that an 

individual model is operating as intended by the model author will also be described. 

In order to identify run time applicability of a particular model to an operational 

environment, the following guidelines were applied. In a seagoing environment it is 

essential that a rapid solution to an acoustic problem be obtained. Given that the 
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model run times are for a single source depth and frequency, a seagoing operationally 

acceptable run time was selected to be 10 minutes. In shore based stations, time 

limitations are not as restrictive and an operationally acceptable run time was selected 

to be 30 minutes. It should be noted that these selected time scales may be excessive 

for some operational scenarios. 

7.1.1 FACTlOB 

FACTlOB (King and White, 1986) is an acronym for Fast Asymptotic Coherent 

Transmission model, version lOB, developed by Office of Naval Research, Washington 

D.C. The code was released in 1985, with its origins dating back to 1973 marking 

the release of its parent code, FACT9B. The following description of FACTlOB is 

summarized from King and White (1986). For a full description of FACTlOB the 

referenced text should be consulted. 

FACTlOB is a range independent, hybrid acoustic model that applies augmented 

classical ray theory to part of the classical ray spectrum and, for surface duct and 

half channel propagation, applies normal mode theory to part of the spectrum. The 

classical ray theory has been augmented with higher order asymptotic corrections and 

the phased addition of selected paths. 

The asymptotic corrections are applied in the regions of shadow zones and 

caustics, where classical ray theory fails. Here, the appropriate asymptotic expression 

is chosen with reference to the particular type of caustic (i.e. smooth, cusped or 

combined smooth and cusped). The caustic fields are also extended into the shadow 

zone, thus alleviating the problems of classical ray theory with regard to shadow 

zones. These improvements over classical ray theory yield a more complete model of 
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diffraction effects. 

Another area of improvement of FACTlOB over classical ray theory models 

is that surface reflection losses and phase changes are accounted for. The surface 

reflection losses are based on the modified Eckart formulation, whilst when FACTlOB 

is run in a coherent or semi-coherent mode, phase change experienced upon surface 

reflection is calculated. 

It was important to test that the FACTlOB model, running on the HP720, gives 

the same results as those obtained by the authors. This test was conducted in two 

stages. The first stage was to compare the output given by the IMAPPS edition of 

FACTlOB to the output presented in the FACTlOB version description document 

(Holt, 1985). There were two test cases compared (Sample 1 and Sample 3) and 

the results of the IMAPPS FACTlOB gave identical results to those presented in 

the reference document. The second stage of testing recognised that the IMAPPS 

FACTlOB was modified from a tested version of FACTlOB operational on a HP9000-

500 computer. Five different acoustic scenarios were run on both the HP720 and 

the HP9000-500, and identical results were obtained from both versions of the source 

code. Given the above testing, it is reasonable to suggest that the FACTlOB model, 

running as part of the IMAPPS, is generating the results intended by the original 

authors. 

FACTlOB has become an extremely popular acoustic propagation loss model, 

especially with the operational community. Its main strength is that it produces 

realistic and stable results for high frequency propagation, in an extremely timely 

manner. This is exceptionally important in an operational environment, where time 

is of the essence and traditionally computational power is limited. The IMAPPS 
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version of FACT10B execution time is typically less than one minute. The use of 

FACT10B has two main limitations in an operational community. Firstly, the model 

will only produce realistic results for acoustic frequencies above a few hundred hertz, 

and secondly, the model does not show the often tactically useful constructive and 

destructive interference patterns produced by the phased summation of direct and 

reflected path propagation. 

7.1.2 IFD-PE 

The IFD-PE (acronym for 'Implicit Finite Difference - Parabolic Equation') 

propagation loss model is centred on the parabolic equation approximation (see Chap

ter 5) where the solution technique is based on an implicit finite difference method 

(see Section 5.5.3) and the starting field is Gaussian (see Section 5.4.1). The model 

is range independent with regard to the density and sound speed structure whilst 

allowing for horizontal variations in the bottom profile. For this reason, technically 

the model can be classified as range dependent. The model was developed by Jaeger 

(1983) as part of his Master of Science in Physics, Naval Postgraduate School, Mon

terey. A full description of the IFD-PE model is found in his Master's thesis. 

The IFD-PE model uses a second order central difference formula to approx

imate the value of u in Equation 5.50. The finite difference scheme is consistent, 

unconditionally stable and converges to the theoretical solution as the range and 

depth increment tends to zero. 

The finite difference scheme can account for a horizontal or sloping interface, 

where the interface separates two media with different sound speeds and/or densities. 

The scheme preserves continuity of pressure and continuity of the normal component 
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of particle velocity across the interface and does not affect the stability of the method. 

In order to test that the IMAPPS version of the IFD-PE model produces the 

same results as intended by the author, a number of comparisons were carried out. 

The IFD-PE documentation, Jaeger (1983), contains six standard propagation loss 

examples that can be used as model benchmarks. In all six examples, the results ob

tained by the IMAPPS version of the IFD-PE model were identical to those presented 

in the reference. Given the diversity of the examples, it is reasonable to assume that 

the model is producing the same results as was intended by the author. 

The importance of small range and depth increments has already been intro

duced. The IFD-PE model places no bounds on the number of horizontal range steps, 

although the model is limited to 5000 vertical depth steps. The input routine, for 

the IFD-PE model, selects the default value for horizontal range step, which is every 

half wavelength. This means that if the frequency is 150 Hz then the range step 

is approximately five metres(m); so, given a total solution range of 100 km, there 

will be 20000 horizontal grid points at this frequency. Tests have been conducted to 

reduce the horizontal range step to one-quarter wavelength. Although the execution 

time doubles, the results produced are operationally identical to those produced by 

half wavelength steps. The limit of 5000 vertical steps can affect the accuracy of the 

model, especially at high frequency and/or in deep water. Testing has shown that, 

for vertical steps smaller than about one-quarter wavelength, the model produces 

nearly identical results, although, as the vertical spacing increases above one-quarter 

wavelength, the results start to diverge. This means that given a particular acoustic 

scenario, the IFD-PE model should only be used, in isolation, if the water depth di

vided by one-quarter wavelength is less than 5000. As an example, if the water depth 
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is 2500 m, then the model should be restricted to frequencies below 750 Hz. 

The IFD-PE model is operationally well suited to shallow water environments 

where the source frequency is low and the maximum horizontal range of the solution 

is in the short to medium range (i.e. typically less than approximately 50 km). This 

is for two main reasons. Firstly, there will be no limitations on the model accuracy 

because of vertical grid spacing and, secondly, the model will run very rapidly because 

of the relatively small number of grid points. The model run time on a HP720 can 

be acceptable (although orders of magnitude higher than FACT10B) for shore based 

operational stations even if some of the above guides are not adhered to. As an 

example, the IFD-PE model run time for a source frequency of 200 Hz, given 2500 m 

of water and a horizontal range of 150 km, where the grid contains 6.4 x 107 points, 

is only about 20 minutes. 

7.1.3 SAFARI 

SAFARI (Schmidt, 1987) is an acronym for Siesmo Acoustic Fast field Algo

rithm for Range Independent environments and was developed at SACLANT ASW 

Research Centre. The IMAPPS version of SAFARI is version 3.0, which was released 

in the mid eighties. 

SAFARI is a range independent model based on fast field theory (see Section 

6.1). The SAFARI source code is broken up into three distinct modules that provide 

the following products: plane wave reflection coefficients, continuous wave transmis

sion losses, and broadband pulse response. The IMAPPS only uses the continuous 

wave transmission loss module of the SAFARI code. Although the SAFARI model 

was designed to be a general purpose model, the requirement for model convergence 
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tests precludes the model from being operationally useful except by a user with a 

good knowledge of the physics of waveguide problems and broad experience with the 

SAFARI model. These problems will be discussed later in this section. 

SAFARI, unlike all the other models in the IMAPPS, can account for a solid 

surface, which may be rough or smooth. This can be exceptionally useful when 

operating in ice covered ocean areas. The SAFARI model also treats the bottom 

layer as a solid (the only other IMAPPS model that also does this is SUPERSNAP1) 

where the shear wave speed and attenuation is user specified. 

Fast field theory, by its nature, places an upper and lower bound on the horizon

tal wave number. In the SAFARI model this is done by the user specifying the mini

mum and maximum phase velocity, which is internally converted to a minimum and 

maximum horizontal wavenumber. SAFARI then resolves the acoustic pressure field 

by selecting discrete wavenumbers between the maximum and minimum wavenum

ber. The original code allows for a maximum of 4096 discrete wavenumbers whereas, 

in the IMAPPS, the SAFARI code has been modified to allow for 16384 discrete 

wavenumbers. This modification was made to increase the stability of the SAFARI 

model, and to extend the maximum allowable horizontal range of the solution. 

The author intended operation of SAFARI was tested in two stages. The first 

stage involved the comparison of the output produced from three standard test cases 

(Cases 1, 2 and 4) provided in Schmidt (1987). The results presented in the reference 

were nearly identical to those produced by the SAFARI model on the HP720. The 

small differences were attributed to machine precision. The second stage, was to com

pare the transmission loss and contour plots produced by SAFARI to those produced 

by FACT10B, PE-IFD, and PROLOS* (all of which have independently been shown 
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to be operating correctly). Two different cases were devised, one emphasizing surface 

duct propagation and the other convergence zone propagation; both showed that the 

results generated by SAFARI were consistent with those from the other models. The 

results from both stages of the testing procedure indicate that the SAFARI model, 

as implemented within the IMAPPS, is operating as designed by its author. 

The run time of the SAFARI model on a HP720 is acceptable for operational 

requirements. Because the IMAPPS always assigns 16384 discrete wavenumbers, the 

run time remains relatively constant, independent of the environmental scenario. The 

typical run time for just the transmission loss plot is approximately two minutes and 

this increases to 11 minutes when the contour plot option is selected. 

Although the SAFARI model may execute in an acceptable time period, the 

model is not recommended for operational use, because a number of convergence 

tests must be completed before the model results can be accepted. Full details of 

these tests are contained in Schmidt (1987), Section 7.2, and a summary is available 

with the IMAPPS. The tests involve the solution for appropriate input values of the 

maximum and minimum horizontal phase velocity given a particular acoustic scenario 

and the desired maximum range of solution. The tests are not only time consuming 

but require an operator with a good knowledge of the physics of waveguide problems 

and a familiarity with the SAFARI model. 

7.1.4 SUPERSNAPl 

SUPERSNAP1 is a range independent normal mode model that evolved from 

SUPERSNAP (an updated version of SNAP: Jensen and Ferla, 1979), a range de

pendent normal mode model developed at SACLANT ASW Research Centre. Sl.J-
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PERSNAP1 was developed in order to create a smaller and faster program version 

of SUPERSNAP, capable of handling many propagation conditions in which range 

dependence is only of minor importance. The range independent version (SUPER

SNAP1) works essentially the same as the range dependent version (SUPERSNAP) 

with only one range segment. A detailed summary of the SUPERSN AP propagation 

loss model is contained in Jensen and Feria (1979). 

SUPERSN AP was designed to be a shallow water model, where the source 

frequency was below 1 kHz. Testing has shown that the model is restricted to a water 

depth of approximately 2500 m, but there appears to be no restriction on the source 

frequency. It should, however, be noted that, as SUPERSNAP uses a finite difference 

technique to solve for the modal functions (and the water column is limited to 2500 

grid points), the resulting acoustic field is expected to diverge from the theoretical 

acoustic field as water depth and frequency increase. As with the IFD-PE model, 

users are encouraged to have at least four vertical grid points per wavelength. Thus, 

if the water depth is 1000 m, then the model should only be used in isolation when 

the source frequency is below approximately 940 Hz. 

The SUPERSNAP model treats the ocean bottom as a semi-infinite solid, where 

both acoustic pressure and the vertical particle velocity are matched across the bot

tom/water interface. It should be noted that for discrete modes to exist, the com

pressional sound speed in the bottom must be higher than the minimum sound speed 

in the water column. The sea surface is treated as pressure release so the pressure 

must be zero at the surface, within some predetermined tolerance. 

Several tests were conducted to confirm that the SUPERSNAP1 model was op

erating as intended by its authors. The testing process involved three different stages. 
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The first stage involved the comparison of results produced by SUPERSN AP 1 to the 

shallow water examples (AESD3A and AESD3B) contained in Leverman (1986). The 

second stage involved the comparison of results from the SUPERSNAP1 model to 

those generated by IFD-PE, for the IFD-PE test case that involved a fiat bottom 

(Runstream39 in Jaeger, 1983). Finally, a comparison was made between the results 

of SUPERSNAP1 to those produced by FACT10B, IFD-PE and PROLOS* for the 

two acoustic scenarios used to test the SAFARI model. All test cases showed that 

the results of the SUPERSN AP1 model were consistent with those from the other 

models. Given the diversity of the above testing, it is reasonable to suggest that the 

model is operating as intended by its authors. 

The run time of the SUPERSNAP1 model is primarily a function of the order 

of the highest calculated mode, and the highest calculated mode is a function of 

the frequency and environmental scenario. This means that the run time can vary 

significantly from one scenario to the next. The run time is operationally acceptable 

for a wide range of scenarios. As an example, an environment where 15 modes 

are present is calculated in less than one minute (on a HP720), whereas a problem 

involving 450 modes takes approximately ten minutes. 

The SUPERSNAP1 model is particularly well suited to an operational envi

ronment. The model produces accurate results in a timely fashion under a wide 

number of frequency and environmental scenarios. It should, however, be noted that 

the model is restricted to a maximum water depth of approximately 2500 m and the 

model results may diverge from the theoretical results when there are less than four 

vertical grid points per acoustic wavelength. 
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7.1.5 PROLOS* 

PROLOS is a range dependent acoustic propagation loss model, based on 

adiabatic normal mode theory (see Section 4.4). The model was developed at Defence 

Research Establishment Atlantic in 1979, and has undergone several modifications 

since its implementation. The last modification by the model authors to the version 

of PROLOS used in the IMAPPS, occurred in Aprill988. A complete description of 

PROLOS is contained within Leverman (1982), Leverman and Ellis (1982) and Ellis 

(1985). 

The IMAPPS version of PROLOS was further modified by the work of Newton 

(1989). This modified version has been re-named PROLOS* so as to distinguish it 

from PROLOS. He redimensioned the arrays to allow for 1000 modes, instead of the 

100 modes permitted in the original code. This change can introduce unacceptable 

loss of numerical precision when the number of calculated modes is high (i.e. greater 

than approximately 200) and the maximum desired solution range is long (i.e. greater 

than approximately 100 km). Under the above conditions, loss of numerical precision 

is suspected to occur for two reasons. To consider the first, one must recall that 

the Hankel function (Equation 4.21) is oscillatory in argument e~.r and that as the 

source frequency and water depth increase (i.e. the number of modes increase) so 

does the maximum value of the modulus of the horizontal wavenumber (et). Thus, 

the higher the number of modes present in a given problem, the greater the number 

of periods of etr in a given range r. In order to calculate the resulting pressure field, 

the sine and cosine of etr must be determined. Computers will do this by subtracting 

multiples of 211' from etr until the resulting number lies between 0 and 211'. The loss of 

numerical precision occurs because computers represent numbers with finite precision. 
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The PROLOS* model represents variables as single precision numbers (i.e. accurate 

to seven significant figures). As a numerical example, an acoustic scenario may be 

considered where the source frequency is 500 Hz, the water depth is 5000 m and a 

desired solution range is 200 km. Using Equation 4.17, the maximum product of ~tr 

is approximately 418000. To calculate the cosine of 418000 radians, the model must 

subtract 211' from this number 66526 times. In single precision arithmetic this reduces 

to 0. 76 x 211' radians, which has a cosine value of 0.06279105. If one is to calculate the 

same problem using ten significant figures, then 418000 radians reduces to 0. 76621 x 211' 

radians or a cosine value of 0.101674434. This simple example clearly demonstrates 

the possible magnitude of numerical precision loss due to finite precision arithmetic. 

The second cause of loss of numerical precision is considered to be less important 

than the first. One must recall that, in order to determine the acoustic pressure 

field, the normal mode model must sum the acoustic pressure from individual modes 

(Equation 4.22). The pressure values for individual modes (given a high number 

of modes) will predominately be small numbers that may be positive or negative. 

There may be pressure values present that are many orders of magnitude higher than 

the lower values. The addition of these numbers, in finite precision arithmetic, may 

cause loss of numerical precision due to excessive truncation of smaller numbers. It is 

important to note that it is possible to minimize these problems, although this would 

require further modifications to the PROLOS* code. Such modifications are beyond 

the scope of this thesis. 

PRO LOS* uses a double ended shooting technique to solve for the normal mode 

eigenfunctions and eigenvalues. The technique is based on the idea of a trial solu

tion being started separately at the ocean surface and bottom, and numerically inte-
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grated to a matching depth in the middle, typically at the point of minimum sound 

speed. The trial solution is integrated until a continuous function with a continuous 

derivative is obtained, or the maximum number of iterations is reached (50 for the 

IMAPPS). If the continuous criterion has not been met within the maximum number 

of iterations, within a specified tolerance, then a warning is sent to the user. The 

double shooting method results in a more stable solution algorithm and gives more 

accurate eigenfunctions than are obtained using conventional single-ended shooting 

methods (Ellis 1985). 

Due to the nature of adiabatic normal mode theory (i.e. no modal coupling) the 

PROLOS* model is only valid for a weakly range dependent environment. PROLOS* 

accepts the environment at a specified number of ranges, r 1 , r 2 , .... rN and the set of 

normal modes and horizontal wavenumbers are calculated for each of these environ

ments. PROLOS* uses a linear interpolation scheme to calculate the set of normal 

modes and horizontal wavenumbers, at points between the specified environments. 

As an example of what this means to a user of PRO LOS*, consider an environment 

that is horizontally homogenous for a certain distance before a perturbation, such as 

an eddy is to be introduced. In this case, the original environment should be entered 

at both zero range and the range of the perturbation. The perturbation environment 

should then be entered downstream from the second range. It is also advisable to 

enter a non linear perturbation in several smaller range steps instead of over one large 

step. 

In order to confirm that PRO LOS* was operating as intended by the author, a 

number of output comparisons were made between the IMAPPS PRO LOS* model and 

the output from PROLOS displayed in Leverman (1986). Eight test cases were com-
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pared, of which five were range independent (AESDlA, AESDlB, AESD2, AESD3A, 

AESD3B) and three were range dependent (PElA, PElB, PEl C). In all cases, there

sults from the IMAPPS version of PROLOS* matched the documented results. This 

test is considered sufficient to establish that PROLOS* is operating as intended by 

the author. 

The run time of PROLOS* is a function of the source frequency and environ

mental scenario. The model run time tends to be about twice as long as the SUPER

SNAP! model, although this is expected since SUPERSNAPl is range independent. 

As an example, PROLOS* run time, on a HP720, where 15 modes are calculated is 

approximately 1.5 minutes. When 450 modes are calculated the run time increases 

to approximately 28 minutes. 

PROLOS* is well suited to a shore based operational environment given that the 

number of calculated modes is limited to approximately 450 and that the propaga

tion range and number of modes are sufficiently low that loss of numerical precision 

is not considered to be significant. The model's applicability to a seagoing opera

tional environment is considered to be limited to acoustic scenarios where less than 

100 modes are calculated. In using the PROLOS* model, the operator must recall 

that PROLOS* will only account for a weakly range dependent ocean, due to the 

underlying principles of adiabatic mode theory. 

7.2 Model Output 

The output generated by the IMAPPS is either in graphical or numerical form. 

The output can be displayed at the computer terminal or sent to a printer. The 

output products available from the IMAPPS are sound speed profiles, transmission 
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loss profiles and contour plots. It was necessary to write all the graphical producing 

source code as part of this thesis because either the original model source code was not 

IDL compatible or the model did not have the capabilities required for the IMAPPS. 

The transmission loss data are processed in an innovative, although simple, 

manner that will be referred to as the method of power averaging. This method 

produces output that is operationally more realistic, stable and usable than output 

generated by more traditional model packages. The traditional method of data display 

centres on the idea of generating a number of transmission loss values at a discrete 

number of ranges. A transmission loss plot is then generated by connecting these 

values and plotting transmission loss versus range. This method has three distinct 

disadvantages when applied to an operational problem. Firstly, the transmission loss 

and contour plots can be very difficult to interpret due to the presence of small scale 

features. These features are the result of constructive and destructive interference 

on the scale of an acoustic wavelength and are only considered to be operationally 

important for low frequency propagation. Secondly, the plot is representative of the 

model output at ranges where the transmission loss is calculated, but, at intermediate 

points, the transmission loss is represented as the simple linear interpolation of the 

transmission loss at adjacent range points. Finally, the transmission plot is dependent 

upon the point at which the transmission loss is plotted. Under the method of power 

averaging, the effect of all these disadvantages has been significantly reduced, at the 

cost of a slight increase in program run time. The increase in program run time is 

not a concern given the ever increasing speed of computers and the magnitude of the 

product improvement. 

The following sections contain a description of the output, and associated op-
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tions, available to the user. A full description of the power averaging method is then 

presented along with a simple example that demonstrates its value to the operational 

community. Finally, a sensitivity study of the method of power averaging is presented 

where the IFD-PE model is run several times with an input sound speed profile mod

ified by a Gaussian distributed sound speed error (where the order of the error is the 

same as that of typical instrument error). 

7.2.1 Output Products 

The sound speed profile (for an example see Figure 7.1) is a plot of water 

compressional sound speed (ms-1 ) versus water depth (m). The sound speed profile 

data, as specified by the user, often contain points where the first derivative is not 

continuous. In order to make the profile aesthetically more pleasing, the sound speed 

data were put through an IDL spline routine before they were plotted. Although 

many spline routines behave erratically about points of large gradient change, the 

IDL routine avoids this problem. 

The transmission loss plot (for an example see Figure 7.3) is a plot of trans

mission loss in decibels per microPascal at one metre (dB re ~-tPa@ 1m) versus range 

(km), for a single source-receiver depth pair, where the tran;mission loss data have 

been modified by the method of power averaging. Given that both negative and pos

itive numbers have been used to represent transmission loss in the past, the IMAPPS 

uses a negative number for software convenience. The user, via the input produc

ing program, specifies the maximum range of the solution. The range of the plotted 

transmission loss as specified by the user can be modified several times before a trans

mission loss plot is actually printed. This feature allows for the easy comparison of 
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one transmission loss plot to another. 

The contour plot (for an example see Figure 7. 7) is a two-dimensional graphical 

representation of transmission loss ( dB re JLPa @ lm) as a function of range (km) 

and receiver depth (m). As with the transmission loss plot, the data are modified 

by the method of power averaging. The contour plot gives a rapid and vivid display 

of the distribution of sound energy in the water, whereas the transmission loss plot 

only provides information for a single receiver depth. For this reason, it was seen 

as paramount that FACTlOB, IFD-PE and PROLOS* all be modified to produce 

contour plots. A special feature of the IMAPPS is that the user has the option to 

modify the minimum and maximum transmission loss to be contoured. This is an 

extremely useful feature, especially if the user is interested in transmission loss only 

within a specific domain. 

7.2.2 Method of Power Averaging 

The problems associated with traditional methods of displaying transmission 

loss data have been previously outlined. In order to overcome these problems, a data 

processing technique based on power averaging has been implemented. 

The method of power averaging centres on the idea of averaging the acoustic 

power over a desired interval of distance (for the IMAPPS, the default value of this 

interval is the order of 0.5% of the length of the total desired solution). In order to 

average effectively over the interval, many values of transmission loss must be known 

within that interval. The transmission loss values (in dB re JLPa @ lm) within each 

particular interval are converted to power, and then a mean power is determined for 

the interval. This mean power is then converted back to a transmission loss (in dB 
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re flPa@ 1m). This same procedure is used to find a representative transmission loss 

for all intervals. The power averaged values for transmission loss are now used to 

produce the transmission loss and contour plots. 

In an operational environment, the interval over which the transmission loss 

data are to be averaged should be selected with regard to the relative source/target 

displacement, over a typical sonar integration period. Table 7.1 shows the relative 

source/target displacement for relative speeds of 2.5, 5.0, 7.5 and 10.0 ms-1 (approx

imately 4.9, 9. 7, 14.6 and 19.4 knots respectively) where the sonar integration times 

are 60 and 120 s. If it is assumed that the selected relative speeds and integration 

Relative Integration Time ( s) 
Speed (m s-1 ) 60 120 

2.5 150m 300m 
5.0 300m 600 m 
7.5 450 m 900 m 
10.0 600 m 1200 m 

Table 7.1: Relative source/target displacement for a sonar integration period of 60 and 
120 sand relative source/target speeds of 2.5, 5.0, 7.5 and 10.0 ms- 1 (approximately 
4.9, 9. 7, 14.6 and 19.4 knots respectively) 

times are representative for the majority of operational scenarios, then Table 7.1 sug

gests the spatial interval to be averaged over should lie between 150 and 1200 m. An 

averaging interval, within this range, will contain many acoustic wavelengths for high 

frequency propagation. This will allow high frequency diffraction scale features to 

be filtered by the averaging process. For low frequency propagation, the averaging 

interval will only contain a small number of acoustic wavelengths and as such the 
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filtering of diffraction scale features will be restricted. The filtering of high frequency 

diffraction effects and the non filtering of low frequency diffraction effects is desir

able because diffraction effects are only considered to be operationally significant at 

low frequency. A range averaging interval of between 150 and 1200 m suggests that 

the IMAPPS default value of range interval should only be used for propagation loss 

problems where the maximum desired solution range is between 30 and 240 km. 

The method of power averaging produces transmission loss and contour plots 

that are easier to interpret than the traditional propagation loss curve. This is because 

the method filters out small scale acoustic features and highlights those features of 

the scale of averaging interval length and greater. Given the natural variability of 

ocean environments and source and receiver position, the filtering out of small scale 

features is warranted. 

Another advantage of the method of power averaging is that it gives a stable 

propagation loss and contour plot that is independent of the range point location. 

This is very important as, under the traditional transmission loss plots, it is possible 

for the same acoustic model to give two operationally different transmission loss plots, 

for an identical scenario, just by a change in the location where transmission loss is 

plotted. This is obviously not a desirable characteristic of any output technique. 

7.2.3 Example of Power Averaging 

In order to demonstrate the value of the method of power averaging, an ex

ample of the method is demonstrated where comparison is made between the output 

produced by the method of power averaging and that produced by the more conven

tional method of point plotting. It will become apparent that the method of power 
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averaging produces a more easily analysed solution that is independent of plotting 

position. 

The environment to be considered comes from Leverman (1986) and is labeled 

AESD2. The environment contains the double sound channel structure as might be 

found in the Northeast Atlantic, and is presented in Figure 7.1. The source depth is 

70 m and the receiver depth is 65 m. The source frequency is 200 Hz. 

Firstly, the results from the transmission loss comparisons will be presented. 

Four runs were made for each of the plotting techniques. The environment was held 

constant for each run with the only variable being the point at which the transmission 

loss was plotted. In each case the horizontal distance between plotted points remained 

constant at 1050 m. The transmission loss plot points were changed from run to 

run by horizontally shifting the point at which the first point was plotted and then 

subsequent points were plotted every 1050 m. The results for the point plotting 

method are shown in Figure 7.2 and the results for the power averaging method are 

shown in Figure 7.3. 

The results show that the method of power averaging gives a more easily in

terpreted solution that is independent of plotting position. The latter is definitely 

not the case for the point plotting method. Figure 7.2b shows a transmission loss of 

30 dB re 11-Pa @ 1m greater than any of the other plots at approximately 100 km. 

Figure 7.2c has a transmission loss of 168 dB re 11-Pa @ lm at approximately 18 km. 

This is more than 20 dB re 11-Pa @ 1m greater than any of the other point plots sug

gest at this range. Figure 7.2d represents the second convergence zone in a different 

way than the other three plots. It displays a sharp power loss in the central part of 

the convergence zone ( approximately 50 dB re 11-Pa @ 1m) whereas the other plots 
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Figure 7.3: Transmission loss plots for profile AESD2 - Average power method with 
horizontal point spatial shift. (a) 0 m, (b) 402 m, (c) 956 m, and (d) 1024 m. 
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do not support this result. In contrast, the plots produced by the method of power 

averaging are consistent from run to run and still display the same essential features. 

The relative consistency of the transmission loss plots produced by the method 

of power averaging, when compared to the point plot method is further emphasised by 

Figure 7.4. Figure 7.4a shows the maximum decibel difference between transmission 

loss values as a function of range, for the plots (shown by Figure 7.2) generated by 

the point plot method. Figure 7.4b shows the maximum decibel difference between 

plots (shown by Figure 7.3) generated by the averaging method. The large range of 

transmission loss values at a horizontal distance of approximately 20 km is attributed 

to the steep transmission loss gradient in the vicinity of the first bottom bounce, and 

not a deficiency in the method of preparing the data for display. The two difference 

plots can be statistically compared through the mean and standard deviation. If one 

is only to consider horizontal ranges between 30 and 210 km (i.e. disregard the region 

in the vicinity of the first bottom bounce) then, the point plot method has a mean 

of 7.97 and a standard deviation of 7.11, whereas the method of power averaging 

produces a mean range of 1.84 and a standard deviation of 1.93. The difference plots 

and the statistics show that the method of power averaging produces more consistent 

results than those produced by the point plot method. 

It is also instructive to compare the contour plots generated by the average 

power method and the point plot method. The environment was identical to that 

used for the transmission loss comparison, although the distance between horizontal 

range points was 775 m. There were a total of four runs made for each method, 

where again the only variable was the point at which the transmission loss value was 

plotted. The results were consistent with those obtained from the transmission loss 
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comparison in that the output from the point plot method was dominated by small 

scale perturbations and the plots were dependent upon plot position. The power 

averaged plots were all visually identical and showed a clear representation of the 

acoustic field, without the loss of operationally important features. 

Figures 7.5 and 7.6 show contour plots generated by the point plot method 

where the first points are plotted at 200 and 575 m respectively. Subsequent points 

are plotted at intervals of 775 m. Figure 7.7 shows the contour plot using the average 

power method where the first point is plotted at 0 m (this plot is representative of 

all the average power plots irrespective of plotting position). 

The problems that can arise from the point plot method are highlighted in 

Figures 7.5 and 7.6. At position a, the transmission loss is shown as approximately 

115 dB re J.LPa @ 1m in Figure 7.5 whereas it is approximately 98 dB re J.LPa @ 1m 

in Figure 7.6. This is a difference of 17 dB re J.LPa @ 1m. Furthermore, at position 

b, the transmission loss is shown as approximately 98 dB re J.LPa @ 1m in Figure 7.5 

and approximately 112 dB re J.LPa @ 1m in Figure 7.6. This represents a difference 

of 14 dB re J.LPa@ 1m. These two examples display a considerable problem with the 

point plot method, in that the transmission loss value is very dependent upon the 

plot position. Figure 7. 7 shows that, by using the method of power averaging, the 

operator would consider point a to have a transmission loss of approximately 103 and 

point b a loss of 100 dB re J.LPa @ 1m. 

The transmission loss and contour plot examples have shown the benefits of the 

power averaging method and the variability associated with the widely used point 

plot method. The point plot method is highly dependent upon the plot position 

whereas the power average method produces a consistent result. Operationally, the 
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power average method produces a more readily interpreted output than the point plot 

method, without losing any of the essential features that are operationally discernible. 

7.2.4 Power Averaging and Sound Speed Knowledge 

The compressional sound speed of water, as used by an acoustic propagation 

model, can vary from reality for a number of reasons. Firstly, the sound speed is 

not homogenous in space or time; instead many perturbations are present that can 

not be realised using modern data collection technology. Secondly, the instruments 

used to determine sound speed either directly or indirectly are only accurate within a 

particular tolerance. This again limits our accurate knowledge of ocean sound speed. 

Many other reasons exist for the inability to determine sound speed accurately, such as 

bubble fields, marine life and oceanic mixing processes. A thorough study is required 

to examine adequately the affects of the above variability on acoustic propagation. 

The remainder of this section will examine the variability of acoustic propagation 

prediction when the method of power averaging is used, where the water mass is 

considered truly range independent and the sound speed profile is considered the 

sum of the measured sound speed and a white noise sound speed error, attributed to 

instrument error. 

The compressional sound speed of water at a particular location, is typically 

calculated with a knowledge of temperature, pressure and salinity. The measurement 

of each of these three properties has an associated instrument error which is treated 

as a Gaussian process. This means that the sound speed profile used to determine 

the acoustic propagation conditions also contains an associated white noise. Using 

the instrument error values presented in Pickard and Emery (1990), it is evident that 
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sound speed values, generated by expendable bathythermograph methods, typically 

have a Gaussian distributed white noise with a mean of 0 ms-1 and a standard 

deviation of 0.5 ms-1• This value assumes that the instrument error introduced 

by the temperature measurement (approximately 0.2 degrees Celcius) dominates the 

sound speed error. 

The variability of model generated acoustic conditions, based on the variability 

of the white noise portion of the instrument generated sound speed profile, was tested 

using the following process. The sound speed profile shown by Figure 7.1 was con

sidered to be the actual ocean sound speed state. This profile was used to generate 

a contour plot of the acoustic propagation conditions where the source and receiver 

depths were 70 and 65 m respectively and the source frequency was 200 Hz. The 

results of this run are shown at Figure 7.8. Four subsequent runs were made where 

individual sound speed values were modified by a Gaussian distributed white noise of 

zero mean and 0.5 ms-1 standard deviation. 

The results of the four runs involving white noise all show the same trend. For 

this reason only the first case will be discussed. A contour plot with white noise 

added to sound speed values is shown in Figure 7.9. When one visually compares the 

output representing the original profile (Figure 7.8) and those representing the white 

noise profiles (Figure 7.9 is one example), the plots appear operationally identical. 

It is only when a contour plot representing the difference between the white noise 

and original contour plot is viewed that any discrepancies become apparent. This 

difference plot is shown in Figure 7.10 and is the difference between Figure 7.8 and 

Figure 7.9. 

The difference contour plot has the same essential features that are apparent 
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in the original and white noise contour plots and is not stochastic in structure. This 

is because the acoustic propagation models are deterministic and the addition of 

white noise to the sound speed profile will create a new environmental scenario. The 

main difference between the white noise scenario and original scenario will essentially 

be in the area of strengthening or weakening acoustic ducting or to lateral shifting 

of features. In examining Figure 7.10, it is clear that, in this case, white noise has 

caused a strengthening ofthe upper sound channel and an increase in distance between 

adjacent convergent zones. 

This study suggests the need for future work to examine the effect of instru

ment error on predicted propagation conditions. This study may involve modelling 

a number of different acoustic scenarios where a large number of white noise runs 

are performed for each scenario. This could be followed by a statistical analysis, 

with the aim of showing how instrument induced error affects predicted propagation 

conditions. 

Another, related area of future work may examine the effect of a fluctuating 

ocean on acoustic propagation conditions. Such a study is beyond the scope of this 

thesis and is therefore recommended for future work. Any such study could be com

pleted using a range dependent acoustic propagation loss model. A sound speed 

profile may be established that represents the mean state of the ocean over a particu

lar spatial interval. Then, this sound speed profile can be modified by a white noise, 

of the same order as that of realistic ocean fluctuations, at many locations between 

the source and the end of the spatial interval. These modified profiles can then be 

used as input to the range dependent model. After many such runs, a comparison 

could be made between the white noise runs and a range independent run. 
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Chapter 8 

Model Comparison 

The IMAPPS has been developed as part of this work. The IMAPPS contains 

five acoustic propagation loss models, namely, FACT10B, IFD-PE, SAFARI, SUPER

SNAP1 and PROLOS*. Tests have been conducted that verify all the propagation 

models, installed into the IMAPPS, operate as intended by its author. A detailed 

description of the IMAPPS, and the individual models, is contained in Chapter 7 of 

this thesis. 

It is the purpose of this chapter to present a comparison between the results 

produced by the different acoustic models, under a number of realistic test cases. 

The optimal way to conduct these tests is to compare the output from the different 

acoustic models to field data. This would allow for a quantitative assessment of the 

models applicability to the particular acoustic scenario. Unfortunately, field data of 

this type are not available for this thesis work. A second method of comparison is 

to compare the output from many different models to each other. This method has 

been the centrepiece of many previous works (Blatstein, 1974; McGirr, 1979; Jenson 

and Kuperman, 1982; and Leverman, 1986) and allows the author to make subjective 

assessments of individual model applicability to a given acoustic scenario. This is the 
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method that will be followed in this chapter. 

There are three ocean environments that will be used to assess individual model 

applicability to a given scenario. The three environments were chosen to emphasis 

acoustic propagation in shallow water, a surface duct, and in deep water (i.e. conver

gence zones are evident). For each ocean environment, intermodel comparisons will 

be made at a number of different acoustic frequencies. The following will be provided 

for each comparison: a plot of the sound speed profile and all applicable contour plots, 

model run times (stated times are from model initiation to the display of the first 

output) and an assessment of the model's applicability to the acoustic scenario. The 

contour plots, within a particular set of intermodel comparisons, will all be plotted 

such that the same colour, or grey level, will correspond to the same transmission 

loss. 

The ocean bottom parameters are held constant for all the test cases. The 

bottom compressional sound speed is 1600 ms-1 and the shear sound speed 100 ms-1, 

with attenuation coefficients of 0.01 decibels per wavelength (dB .A - 1 ) and 0.02 dB .A - 1 

respectively. The bottom density is 1900 kgm-3 . In all test cases, the ocean bottom 

and sea surface are assumed to be flat surfaces. The SUPERSNAP1 model is run in 

coherent mode and the FACT10B model is run in semi-coherent mode for the shallow 

water environment and fully coherent mode for the surface duct and convergence zone 

environments. 

For some environmental scenarios, the output produced by two or more models 

may appear identical. As was shown in Figures 7.7, 7.8 and 7.9, contour plots can 

appear visually identical although the detail of the plots can be somewhat different. 

This proves to be the case for a number of the model outputs presented in this chapter. 
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The outputs are operationally identical although the detail of the output is different. 

The many test cases presented in this chapter give further insight into the 

performance of each of the models. They clearly illustrate the types of ocean scenarios 

that each model is best able to handle and more importantly highlight the models 

that have difficulty with particular ocean environments. 

8.1 Shallow Water Propagation 

The applicability of the acoustic propagation loss models, to a shallow water 

environment was tested using the sound speed structure given in Figure 8.1. This 

sound speed structure is similar to what may be found in the Arafura Sea (waters off 

Northern Australia) during the late summer months. The shallow water environment 

is run at three different frequencies, namely 50, 200 and 5000 Hz. The source depth 

is 5 m for all the shallow water test cases. 

8.1.1 Acoustic Frequency 200 Hz 

The five acoustic propagation loss models were run for the shallow water envi

ronment with an acoustic frequency of 200 Hz. The model run times are presented in 

Table 8.1. The table shows that all models run in an operationally acceptable time 

frame although the fastest models are the ray theory and normal mode models (five 

trapped modes calculated). The contour plots produced by the models, are shown in 

Figures 8.2 through 8.6. 

The contour plots produced by the IFD-PE, SAFARI, SUPERSNAP1 and 

PROLOS* models give consistent results. They all show an acoustic field that tends 

to be layered into areas of relatively good and relatively poor propagation conditions. 
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Figure 8.5: SUPERSNAPl contour plot for shallow water environment and a source 
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II Model I Run time (mm: ss) II 
FACT10B 00:40 
IFD-PE 06:00 
SAFARI 08:30 
SUPERSNAP1 01:30 
PRO LOS* 02:00 

Table 8.1: Model run times for shallow water environment with a source frequency 
of 200Hz 

As an example, one would expect to have relatively good propagation conditions when 

a target is at 10 m depth and relatively poor propagation conditions when the target 

is at 20 m depth. This layered effect is investigated further in Appendix C, where 

normalised range independent acoustic pressure values are calculated throughout the 

water column. The pressure values, presented in Appendix C, are calculated assuming 

that only trapped modes contribute to the acoustic pressure, the water is isovelocity 

and the bottom is perfectly reflecting. The values show the same layered effect that 

is present in the contour plots. The four models also produce contour plots that show 

a strong horizontal interference pattern. 

The FACT10B model run has failed to capture both the layered effect and 

the horizontal interference patterns. The only noticeable correlation between the 

results of FACT10B and the other models is that FACT10B indicates a layer of 

relatively good propagation when the target is at 10 m depth. The failure of the 

FACT10B model is attributed to two reasons. The first is that FACT10B, through 

the underlying assumptions of ray theory, cannot adequately model low frequency 

propagation. Secondly, the model cannot account for the constructive and destructive 

interference patterns produced by the phased summation of direct and reflected path 
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propagation. 

At a first glance, the results of the IFD-PE, SAFARI, SUPERSN AP1 and 

PROLOS* models appear to be nearly identical. If the contour plots are examined 

in detail then it can be seen that the absolute positions of the constructive and 

destructive interference patterns are different from model to model. This can be seen 

by identifying a region of destructive interference, on the SAFARI plot at a range 

of approximately 32.2 km and a depth of 17 m. The same region of destructive 

interference is evident on the IFD-PE, SUPERSNAP and PROLOS* plots at ranges 

of approximately 32.7, 32.0 and 32.1 respectively. Thus, the absolute position of this 

destructive interference pattern varies by as much as 700 m from one model to the 

next. 

The absolute position of interference patterns is not as tactically important as 

the distance between consecutive regions of constructive or destructive interference. 

The models show consistent results when one tries to identify the distance between 

consecutive regions of constructive or destructive interference. As an example, for a 

target at 70 m depth and between a horizontal range of 5 and 20 km, the four models 

all suggest that the distance between consecutive areas of destructive interference to 

be approximately 3200 m. 

This shallow water test case shows that the results of the IFD-PE, SAFARI, 

SUPERSNAP1 and PROLOS* all produce consistent and reasonable results, whereas 

the FACT10B model has failed to produce realistic results. When one considers 

model run time, the most desirable models for this particular acoustic scenario are 

SUPERSNAP1 or PROLOS*. 
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8.1.2 Acoustic Frequency 50 Hz 

In this test case, the modelled environment is identical to that of the previous 

example but the acoustic frequency is 50 Hz. Generally, the model run times (shown 

in Table 8.2) are quicker than for the previous example. In the case of the normal 

mode models, this is because there is only one trapped mode. 

II Model I Run time (mm: ss) II 
FACTlOB 00:40 
IFD-PE 02:00 
SAFARI 07:30 
SUPERSNAPl 00:40 
PRO LOS* 01:00 

Table 8.2: Model run times for shallow water environment with a source frequency 
of 50 Hz 

As with the 200 Hz test case, the contour plots produced by IFD-PE, SAFARI, 

SUPERSN APl and PRO LOS* show operationally identical results. For this reason, 

only the PROLOS* ( Figure 8.7 ) and FACTlOB ( Figure 8.8 ) contour plots are 

presented. 

The PRO LOS* model shows a core of relatively low transmission loss at a depth 

of 55 m. As a target moves from this core, either towards the surface or the ocean 

floor, one would expect the transmission loss, from the target to source, to increase. 

Given that the IFD-PE, SAFARI and SUPERSNAPl models all produced very similar 

results, it can be assumed that this scenario is realistic. 

In the previous shallow water example, when the source frequency was 200 Hz, 

there was some small correlation between the layering produced by the FACTlOB 

model and the other models. In this example, it is evident that the FACTlOB model 
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Figure 8.7: PROLOS* contour plot for shallow water environment and a source fre
quency of 50 Hz. 
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has completely failed. FACT10B predicts a core of relatively good propagation con

ditions to be at 20 m depth, and this result in no way agrees with the results of the 

other four models. The further deterioration of the FACT10B model, in this example, 

is attributed to the failure of ray theory at low frequency. 

8.1.3 Acoustic Frequency 5000 Hz 

The previous two examples have shown the failure of the FACT10B model, in 

the given shallow water environment, at frequencies of 200 and 50 Hz. The principal 

reason for the failure of the model was attributed to the underlying frequency limi

tations of ray theory. In this section, the modelled environment is identical to that 

of the previous two examples but the acoustic frequency is increased to 5000 Hz. 

The model run times are presented in Table 8.3. They show that all the models, 

with the exception of IFD-PE, ran in an operationally acceptable time period. The 

number of trapped modes calculated by both normal mode models was 131. The 

execution time of the IFD-PE model precludes it from being operationally suitable. 

II Model I Run time (hh: mm: ss) II 
FACT10B 00:00:40 
IFD-PE 03:40:00 
SAFARI 00:09:00 
SUPERSNAP1 00:04:40 
PRO LOS* 00:10:00 

Table 8.3: Model run times for shallow water environment with a source frequency 
of 5000 Hz 

The contour plots produced by IFD-PE, SAFARI, SUPERSNAP1 and PROLOS* 

are all operationally identical; therefore, the contour plot produced by the IFD-PE 
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model (Figure 8.9) is used to represent the other three models. The contour plot 

produced by the FACT10B model is shown in Figure 8.10. 

The IFD-PE model shows the presence of a surface duct where the lower limit 

of the duct is at approximately 25 m depth. The model also shows the existence of a 

definite interference pattern within the duct, and a somewhat less definite interference 

pattern below the duct. The FACT10B model has captured the surface based duct, 

although it extends the duct to a depth of only 20m. The FACT10B model has failed 

to detect the interference patterns, both within and below the duct. 

The results of this run suggest that FACT10B has produced an operationally 

useful product that is far superior to the products it generated when the acoustic 

frequency was 50 or 200 Hz. The product is operationally useful because assessment 

of expected target deployment depth would be similar, irrespective of the model 

output consulted. Unfortunately, the tactical advantage gained by the knowledge of 

interference patterns will be lost when only the FACT10B model is employed. 

8.2 Surface Duct Propagation 

The second ocean environment, used to test the applicability of the propagation 

loss models, features a surface based duct to a depth of 150 m, overlying a water 

mass with a positive sound speed gradient (Figure 8.11). This sound speed structure 

may be found in the Eastern Bass Strait (between the Australian states of Victoria 

and Tasmania) during the winter months. According to Urick (1982), the duct is 

acoustically present for frequencies above approximately 100 Hz. The acoustic models 

were run at 100, 200 and 500 Hz. All the models were run with a source depth of 30 

m. 
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8.2.1 Acoustic Frequency 500 Hz 

The acoustic propagation loss models were run for the surface duct environ-

ment, with an acoustic frequency of 500 Hz. The model run times are presented in 

Table 8.4. The run times show that the FACT10B, SUPERSNAP1 and PROLOS" 

models all execute in a time period that is acceptable to a seagoing operational unit 

whereas the IFD-PE and SAFARI models execute in a time period acceptable to a 

shore based operational unit. Both the normal mode models calculated 91 trapped 

modes. The produced contour plots are shown in Figures 8.12 to 8.16. 

II Model I Run time (mm: ss) II 
FACT10B 00:40 
IFD-PE 25:00 
SAFARI 12:00 
SUPERSNAP1 03:00 
PRO LOS* 04:30 

Table 8.4: Model run times for surface duct environment with a source frequency of 
500Hz 

The IFD-PE, SAFARI, SUPERSNAP1 and PROLOS* models all produce op-

erationally consistent results. They all show the presence of a surface based acoustic 

duct, where the expected target transmission loss is a minimum when the target is 

at 30 or 140 m depth. The four models all show complex interference patterns. The 

most noticeable feature is discrete points of destructive interference along a line from 

380m depth at a range of 10 km to 290m depth at a range of 50 km for the SAFARI, 

SlJPERSNAP1 and PROLOS* models, and to 305 m depth at a range of 50 km for 

the IFD-PE model. The interference patterns produced by SAFARI, SUPERSNAP1 

and PROLOS* are considered to be closer to reality than the IFD-PE model because 
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Figure 8.14: SAFARI contour plot for surface duct environment and a source fre
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the parabolic equation approximation used can introduce errors in phase velocities of 

propagating normal modes. The interference pattern difference between the models 

is not considered operationally significant. 

The FACT10B model shows the existence of a surface based acoustic duct where 

minimum transmission loss is expected when the target is at 25 or 100 m depth. The 

position of the upper line of minimum transmission loss is in agreement with the other 

four models. However, the position of the lower level of minimum transmission loss 

is approximately 40 m shallower than that for the other four models. The FACT10B 

model does not show the detailed interference patterns that are present in the other 

four models, which again indicates that FACT10B is not adequately accounting for 

the phased summation of direct and reflected path propagation. 

The results of this comparison show that the SUPERSNAP1 and PROLOS* 

models are the most desirable, for this scenario. The IFD-PE and SAFARI run 

times preclude them from being operationally useful in a seagoing environment. The 

FACT10B model produces results in a timely manner, although the use of the model 

results in isolation, may result in catastrophic tactical decisions being made. 

8.2.2 Acoustic Frequency 100 Hz 

This test case examines the identical surface duct environment that was used 

in the previous example, but the acoustic frequency has been reduced to 100 Hz. 

Urick (1982) suggests that the surface based duct should be acoustically absent, at 

this frequency. 

The model run times are shown in Table 8.5. All the models, with the exception 

of SAFARI, run in a time period acceptable to a seagoing unit, with the normal mode 
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models calculating the first 18 modes. The SAFARI model run time is acceptable for 

a shore based operational station. The contour plots generated by the five models 

are shown in Figures 8.17 to 8.21. The plots show that all the models produce results 

indicating the surface based duct is acoustically absent. This result is expected given . 

that the cut-off frequency of the duct is 100 Hz. 

II Model I Run time ( mm : .s.s) II 
FACT10B 00:40 
IFD-PE 05:00 
SAFARI 11:00 
SUPERSNAP1 01:20 
PRO LOS* 01:40 

Table 8.5: Model run times for surface duct environment with a source frequency of 
100Hz 

The IFD-PE, SAFARI, SUPERSNAP and PROLOS* models all produce results 

that are operationally extremely similar. They all contain a very complex interference 

pattern that is highlighted by a 'crosshair' of destructive interference. This 'crosshair' 

is centred near 200 m depth at a range of 20 km for SAFARI, SUPERSNAP1 and 

PROLOS* and at a range of approximately 22 km for the IFD-PE model. The 

intermodel difference in the absolute location of the 'crosshair', is attributed to the 

small errors introduced by the parabolic equation approximation to the phase speed 

of the propagating modes. Although the absolute location of the 'crosshair' produced 

by the IFD-PE model appears to be in error by 2 km, this is not seen as operationally 

significant. This is because, tactically, the main interest is in the distance between 

consecutive regions of destructive or constructive interference and not the absolute 

location of any such interference. 
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Figure 8.18: IFD-PE contour plot for surface duct environment and a source frequency 
of 100 Hz. 
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Figure 8.19: SAFARI contour plot for surface duct environment and a source fre
quency of 100 Hz. 
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Figure 8.20: SUPERSNAPl contour plot for surface duct environment and a source 
frequency of 100 Hz. 
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Figure 8.21: PROLOS* contour plot for surface duct environment and a source fre
quency of 100 Hz. 
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The FACT10B model fails to capture the detailed interference pattern produced 

by the other models and instead shows a monotonic increase in transmission loss with 

range. 

The SUPERSNAP1 and PROLOS* models are considered to be the most ap

propriate models for the surface duct environment when the acoustic frequency is 

100 Hz. The FACT10B model does not account for the interference patterns and the 

run times of IFD-PE and SAFARI are high when compared to SUPERS:.l' AP1 and 

PRO LOS*. 

8.2.3 Acoustic Frequencies of 100 and 200 Hz 

The previous set of comparisons showed that all the models treated the surface 

duct as acoustically absent when the acoustic frequency was 100 Hz. This, in fact, 

is the cut-off frequency of the duct; therefore, one would expect the duct to be 

acoustically present if the frequency is increased. In this section, the contour plots 

produced by the SUPERSNAP1 model are compared when the acoustic frequencies 

are 100 and 200 Hz (Figures 8.22 and 8.23 respectively). 

The contour plots show that the duct is acoustically absent at 100 Hz and 

present at 200 Hz. The duct, for the 200 Hz case, appears to exist from the surface to 

a depth of approximately 140 m. There appears to be a definite pattern of constructive 

and destructive interference within the duct. 

An interesting, although expected feature, that becomes apparent from the 

comparison of the two plots is that the main areas of constructive and destructive 

interference shift to double the range when the frequency is doubled. For example, 

the range of the 'crosshair' is 20 km when the frequency is 100 Hz and 40 km when 
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Figure 8.23: SUPERSNAPl colour contour plot for surface duct environment and a 
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the frequency is 200 Hz. 

8.3 Convergence Zone Propagation 

The final environment used to test the applicability of the acoustic models is 

chosen such that convergence zone propagation can be highlighted. The sound speed 

profile is shown in Figure 8.24 and represents a sound speed structure that may be 

found in the Tasman Sea throughout the winter months. The models were run with 

acoustic frequencies of 50 and 450Hz, with a source depth of 100m. In both cases, the 

SUPERSNAP1 model failed to produce sensible results due to the depth limitations 

of the model. 

8.3.1 Acoustic Frequency 50 Hz 

The FACT10B, IFD-PE, SAFARI and PROLOS* models were run for the 

convergence zone environment at an acoustic frequency of 50 Hz. The model run times 

are shown in Table 8.6 and imply that only the FACT10B and IFD-PE models run in a 

time period acceptable to a seagoing unit. The SAFARI and PROLOS* (109 trapped 

modes) models execute in a time period acceptable to a shore based operational unit. 

The contour plots produced by the four models are shown in Figures 8.25 to 8.28. 

II Model I Run time (mm: ss) II 
FACT10B 00:40 
IFD-PE 06:00 
SAFARI 13:00 
PRO LOS* 16:00 

Table 8.6: Model run times for convergence zone environment with a source frequency 
of 50 Hz 
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Figure 8.25: FACTlOB contour plot for convergence zone environment and a source 
frequency of 50 Hz. 
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Figure 8.26: IFD-PE contour plot for convergence zone environment and a source 
frequency of 50 Hz. 
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Figure 8.27: SAFARI contour plot for convergence zone environment and a source 
frequency of 50 Hz. 
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Figure 8.28: PROLOS* contour plot for convergence zone environment and a source 
frequency of 50 Hz. 



The four models all show the existence of convergence zone conditions, with 

the position of particular convergence zones being generally at the same range. For 

example, all the models place the second convergence zone at a range of between 120 

and 125 km. The model estimated increase in transmission loss from the convergence 

zone to the surrounding water is reasonably consistent for the IFD-PE, SAFARI 

and PROLOS* models (approximately 25 dB for the second convergence zone). The 

FACT10B model predicts the convergence zone to be far less powerful and only shows 

a 5 dB difference between the second convergence zone and the surrounding water. 

The IFD-PE, SAFARI and PROLOS* models all show strong interference pat

terns. If one examines the areas above the core of the convergence zone propagation, 

then the interference patterns are operationally similar for the three models, espe

cially if only the area out to the second convergence zone is considered. Beyond the 

second convergence zone and above the convergence zone core, the PROLOS* model 

shows a 'smeared' pattern that is not present in the other two models. This may be an 

indication that PROLOS* is starting to lose numerical precision (see Section 7.1.5, of 

this thesis). The interference patterns shown below the core of the convergence zones 

are consistent for the SAFARI and PROLOS* models, but different to that produced 

by the IFD-PE model. The SAFARI and PROLOS* models produce near vertical 

lines of constructive and destructive interference in the deep ocean between 50 and 

120 km range, whereas the IFD-PE model produces a 'checkered' interference pattern 

in the same region. Given that the parabolic equation approximation can produce 

phase errors, the interference pattern produced in the deep ocean by the SAFARI and 

PROLOS* models is considered more realistic. The FACT10B model fails to capture 

any of the interference patterns. 
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Another area of interest in the produced contour plots, is the location at which 

the first bottom reflected ray returns to the surface. It is difficult to detect the first 

bottom bounce shown by the FACT10B model although it is easily detected for the 

IFD-PE, SAFARI and PROLOS* models. The respective ranges of the first bottom 

reflected ray, returning to the surface, are 16, 20 and 30 km. The range predicted by 

the SAFARI model is assumed to be closer to reality for the following reasons. The 

parabolic equation approximation is known to fail at high angle propagation (the first 

bottom reflected wave in the IFD-PE model propagates at an angle of 32 degrees from 

the horizontal) and the PROLOS* model only considers trapped modes and therefore 

is making a far field approximation. 

This deep water, low frequency acoustic propagation loss problem is opera

tionally best handled by the IFD-PE and SAFARI models. Both models produce 

consistent results within the area of operational interest. The IFD-PE model has 

the advantage that it executes in less than half the time of the SAFARI model, but 

the SAFARI model is expected to model the first bottom bounce more realistically. 

The PROLOS* model has a relatively slow run time and seems to exhibit a loss of 

numerical precision, at long ranges. The FACT10B model produces results that ig

nore tactically important interference patterns and it appears to under estimate the 

strength of the convergence zone. 

8.3.2 Acoustic Frequency 450 Hz 

The final series of intermodel comparisons, examines the same convergence 

zone environment, but with the acoustic frequency increased to 450 Hz. The model 

run times are shown in Table 8.7 and they indicate that only the FACT10B model 
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runs in a time period appropriate to a seagoing unit. The SAFARI model executes in 

a time period acceptable to a shore based unit whereas the IFD-PE and PROLOS* 

models run time is outside the limits of an operational unit. 

II Model I Run time (hh: mm: ss) II 
FACT10B 00:00:40 
IFD-PE 01:11:00 
SAFARI 00:14:00 
PRO LOS* 01:10:00 

Table 8. 7: Model run times for convergence zone environment with a source frequency 
of 450Hz 

In this acoustic environment, both the IFD-PE and PROLOS* models are em

ployed outside their desired working domain. It was stated in Section 7.1.2, that the 

IFD-PE model should only be used, in isolation, when there are at least four vertical 

grid points per acoustic wavelength, but, in this example, it was possible to have only 

three vertical grid points per wavelength. It has also been shown that the PROLOS* 

model can display a loss of numerical precision (see Section 7.1.5) when the number 

of trapped modes is high (981 for this environment) and the maximum desired range 

is long (200 km in this case). It is interesting to note that the IFD-PE model appears 

to produce realistic results, whereas the PROLOS* model produces results depen

dent upon the number of horizontal points used to compute the 'averaged' contour 

plot. The contour plots produced by FACT10B, IFD-PE and SAFARI are shown in 

Figures 8.29, 8.30 and 8.31. The plots produced by PROLOS*, when the number 

of horizontal points used to compute the 'averaged' contour plots are 600 and 2000, 

are shown in Figures 8.32 and 8.33 respectively. The extreme variability between 

these two plots suggests that loss of numerical precision dominates beyond the first 
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Figure 8.29: FACTlOB contour plot for convergence zone environment and a source 
frequency of 450 Hz. 
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Figure 8.30: IFD-PE contour plot for convergence zone environment and a source 
frequency of 450 Hz. 
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Figure 8.31: SAFARI contour plot for convergence zone environment and a source 
frequency of 450 Hz. 
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Figure 8.32: PROLOS* contour plot for convergence zone environment where 600 
horizontal points are used to produce an 'averaged' plot . (450Hz) 
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convergence zone, and, as such, the model is not operationally acceptable for this 

acoustical environment. 

The FACT10B, IFD-PE and SAFARI models all show the expected convergence 

zone propagation and all place the convergence zones in nearly the same location (i.e. 

the second convergence zone is at a range of between 122 and 127 km for the three 

models). All the models indicate that the convergence zones are produced by many 

cores (eight for the IFD-PE model) of relatively low transmission loss striking the 

ocean surface at slightly different ranges from the source. This produces a broader, 

and less intense convergence zone than that produced for the 50 Hz scenario. As with 

the 50 Hz scenario, the FACT10B model shows a less intense core of convergence zone 

propagation than the other two models. 

Another interesting feature, produced by the three models, is the existence of a 

series of caustics, each placed at about 3700 m depth on the upward travelling side 

of the convergence zone cores. It is seen most vividly on the IFD-PE plot, as the 

intersection of three or four of the individual cores of low transmission loss. The 

third caustic can be seen on the FACT10B, IFD-PE and SAFARI plots at a depth of 

3700 m and ranges of 162, 167 and 164 km, respectively. 

The two models most suited to modelling this deep water environment, where 

the acoustic frequency is 450 Hz, are FACT10B and SAFARI. The FACT10B model 

runs in a very timely manner and gives the operator a reasonable idea of the prin

cipal acoustic features present. The SAFARI model produces a result that is more 

detailed and considered closer to reality than the FACT10B model, but at the ex

pensive of a much longer run time. The IFD-PE model appears to produce reliable 

results although the model run time precludes it from being operationally useful. The 
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PROLOS* model exhibits an unacceptable level of numerical precision loss. 

8.4 Summary of Comparisons 

A number of intermodel comparisons were presented in the previous sections 

of this work. The results of the comparisons are summarised in Table 8.8. The op

erational applicability of a particular model product can vary depending upon the 

tactical situation. For example, one tactical situation may dictate that only the loca

tion of the most predominate acoustic features are required, whereas another situation 

may require interference pattern information. Therefore, there are no strict rules to 

decide if a particular model produces operationally desirable products. Instead the 

results displayed by Table 8.8 are subjective and of course relative. 
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RUN FACT10B IFDPE SAFARI SUPER- PRO LOS"" 
IDENTIFICATION SNAP 
Shallow Water 

50 Hz 0 8 8 8 8 
200Hz 0 8 8 8 8 

5000Hz 8 EB 8 8 8 
Surface Duct 
100Hz 0 8 8 8 8 
500Hz 0 8 8 8 8 

Convergence Zone 
50 Hz Q9 8 8 0 8 

450Hz 8 EB 8 Q9 Q9 

8 Model products and run times are suitable for a seagoing operational unit 
8 Model products and run times are suitable for a shore based operational unit 
EB Model products are suitable for an operational unit but excessive run time pre
cludes the model from being operationally usable 
Q9 Model failed or the model products are unsuitable for an operational unit. 

Table 8.8: Summary of intermodel comparisons 
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Chapter 9 

Summary and Conclusions 

The principal objective of this thesis has been to present a comprehensive 

study of underwater acoustic propagation modelling. This has been completed by 

dividing the field of acoustic propagation modelling into three distinct areas, namely, 

theory of underwater acoustic propagation modelling, implementation and operation 

of acoustic propagation models, and, finally, model applicability to a given acoustic 

environment. 

The theory of underwater acoustic propagation modelling was presented in a 

modular, clear and detailed manner. Chapter 2 outlined many of the difficulties asso

ciated with modelling an ocean environment and suggested methods for minimizing 

these problems. Chapters 3, 4 and 5 presented an overview of the theory supporting 

the acoustic propagation modelling techniques of ray theory, normal mode theory and 

the parabolic equation approximation, respectively. These chapters are designed to 

be self contained. That is, if a reader is interested in one of these techniques, then only 

the appropriate chapter need be consulted. Chapter 6 outlined the principles behind 

the less widely used techniques of fast field theory, multipath expansion, Gaussian 

beam tracing and finite element. 
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The second area of acoustic propagation modelling studied was the implemen

tation and operation of acoustic propagation loss models. Five acoustic propagation 

loss models, both range independent and range dependent, based on four different 

modelling techniques, were incorporated into the IMAPPS. The IMAPPS is opera

tional on a HP720 series workstation. It is designed to be 'user friendly', with the 

output focussed on the needs of the ASW operator. All the models are capable of dis

playing sound speed profiles, transmission loss plots and contour plots. The IMAPPS 

utilizes the data processing method of 'power averaging', to modify the transmission 

loss data before it is plotted. It was shown that the method produces an operationally 

more stable, realistic and usable product than that produced by the more traditional 

methods of displaying transmission loss data. A full description of the IMAPPS, the 

method of 'power averaging' and the incorporated models is contained in Chapter 7, 

of the thesis. 

The final component of acoustic propagation modelling studied in this thesis 

was concerned with the applicability of individual models to a number of different 

acoustic scenarios. This was completed using the IMAPPS, by comparing the results 

produced by the different acoustic models under a variety of acoustical environments. 

The results clearly indicate the types of ocean environments that each model is able 

to handle and, more importantly, highlight the models that may have difficulties with 

particular environments. These results are summarised in Table 8.8 and they echo 

the domains of applicability of each technique, as presented in Table 2.1. 

It is often suggested, typically by the operational community, that different 

acoustic models give different results to the same acoustical problem. This is a true 

comment if one is concerned with the detail of the output, but, if one is only concerned 
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with the operational implications of the output, then this statement is not justified. 

The results of the intermodel comparison show that different acoustic models give 

operationally similar output if two criteria are met. The first is that a model should 

only be used in acoustical scenarios within the model's domain of applicability. This 

means that the model operator must have a knowledge of the limitations of the 

model. The second, is that the model must display the transmission loss data in a 

realistic and logical manner (an example is the method of 'power averaging'). It has 

been shown that the traditional 'point plot' method of displaying transmission loss 

data does not achieve this goal and may be, at least partially, responsible for the 

operational community's skepticism of underwater acoustic modelling. 

This thesis indicates that a new era of underwater acoustic propagation mod

elling is dawning. The predominate catalyst for this new era is the advent of more 

powerful and faster computers, not a better understanding of underwater sound prop

agation. Historically, many of the more computationally intensive methods of acoustic 

modelling (i.e. the normal mode and finite element methods) have been restricted to 

shallow water, low frequency and short ranges. These restrictions are the result of 

computer speed and memory and not the underlying theory. This implies that, as 

computer systems become bigger and faster the more computationally intensive tech

niques will become practical over a wide range of acoustic scenarios. Therefore, the 

future may see model applicability focus purely around the physical applicability of 

a model and not the computational requirements of the model. This result suggests 

that the finite element method may become the underwater acoustic propagation 

technique of the future. 
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It is outside the scope of this thesis to compare the speed and memory character

istics of a number of different computer systems. It is, however, reasonable to suggest 

that the computer power is already available for the underwater acoustic propagation 

community to step into this new era. At this stage the main barrier seems to be a 

lack of capital. The IMAPPS is installed on a HP720 workstation (approximate cost 

$CAD 40000 including graphics package) and it produces results that, ten years ago, 

could have only been imagined. This workstation is relatively standard for research 

centres and is not considered 'state of the art'. Much greater computer power is 

standardly available , although at a higher price. 

This thesis outlines the need for future work as the result of two main findings. 

Firstly, the traditional method of plotting transmission loss data is not operationally 

adequate, and, secondly, the underwater acoustic propagation community is entering 

a new era. The following is a list of recommended future work: 

(a) determine the optimum transmission loss data processing technique. This may 

lead to a number of techniques being developed depending upon the acoustic scenario 

and the needs of the operator; 

(b) investigate the effect of instrument error on the predicted acoustic propagation 

conditions; 

(c) conduct a sensitivity study of propagation loss in a fluctuating ocean. An outline 

of such a study is given in Section 7.2.4; 

(d) incorporate a range dependent parabolic equation model and a finite element 

model into the IMAPPS; 
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(e) modify the PROLOS model, so that it can account for up to 1000 modes over a 

long horizontal range, without an unacceptable loss of numerical precision; and, 

(f) modify the IMAPPS to produce a 'state of the art' operationally usable acoustic 

range prediction package. 
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Appendix A 

Current Underwater Acoustic 
Propagation Models 

Table A.1: Summary of Underwater Acoustic Propagation Models 
(modified from Etter, 1991). 

Modelling Technique 

Ray Theory 

Normal Mode 

Range-independent 

FACT 
FLIRT 
PLRAY/VLA 
RANGER 

AP-2/5 
COMO DE 
FNMSS 
NEMESIS/PLMODE 
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Range-dependent 

FACTEX 
GRASS 
HARPO 
MEDUSA 
MPC 
MPP 
RAYWAVE 
RP-70 
SHALF ACT 
TRIM AIN 
Pederson Continuous 

Gradient 

ADIAB 
ASERT 
ASTRAL 
COUPLE 



Table A.l: Continued 

Modelling Technique 

Normal Mode ( cont) 

Multipath Expansion 

Fast Field 

Parabolic Equation 

Finite Element 

Range-independent 

NLNM 
NORMOD 3 
NORM 2L 
PROTEUS 
Stickler Normal Mode 
SUPERSNAPl 

FAME 
MULE 
NEPBR 
RAYMODE 

FFP 
Kutschale FFP 
MSPFFP 
SAFARI 
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Range-dependent 

Kanabis Shallow Water 
KRAKEN 
MOATL 
PRO LOS 
SNAP 
3D Ocean Acoustics 

HYPER 
IFD /Wide Angle 
FOR 3D 
PAREQ 
3D PE 
PE 
PE FFRAME 
PESOGEN 
Corrected PE 
ULETA 
UNIMOD 

FOAM 
SAFE 



Appendix B 

Physical Significance of Nor mal 
Model Calculations 

The purpose of this appendix is to demonstrate the physical significance of 

normal mode calculations (see Chapter 4) by use of a simple numerical example. 

The values of horizontal (e) and vertical (a) wavenumbers for the first eight modes 

will be calculated as will the critical frequency Ut) and the angle of the plane ray 

pairs with respect to the horizontal ( 'P). Then mode zero will be examined and the 

following quantities calculated for source frequencies of 1,2,4,8,16,32 and 64Hz: ratio 

of frequency to critical frequency, angle that a plane wave pair must leave the source 

with respect to the horizontal for each particular source frequency, phase and group 

velocity. Finally the reduced excitation function ( "Y) will be calculated for two different 

source depths and the normalised acoustic intensity shown for each propagating mode 

at both source depths. 

The following parameters are given: 

Depth of water h = 200 m 

Source frequency f = 15 Hz 

Speed of sound in water c = 1500 ms-1 
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II Mode I 0:1. m-1 e~. m- 1 I 'Pl. degs I ft Hz II 
0 0.0078540 0.0623391 7.18 1.875 
1 0.0235620 0.0582467 22.02 5.625 
2 0.0392700 0.0490480 38.68 9.375 
3 0.0549780 0.0304182 61.04 13.125 
4 0.0706860 * * 16.875 
5 0.0863940 * * 20.625 
6 0.1021020 * * 24.375 
7 0.1178100 * * 28.125 

* - indicates complex solution 

Table B.1: Normal mode calculations for h =200m, f = 15 Hz and c = 1500 ms-1 

From these parameters it is possible to calculate the following quantities: 

Acoustic wavelength >. = c/ f = 100 m 

Acoustic wavenumber k = 2rr f /c = 0.0628319 m-1 

Recall from Chapter 4, that the following quantities may be calculated by the 

expresswns: 

Vertical wavenumber 0:1. = ( rr /200)(£+1/2) = 0.0157080(£+ 1/2) £ = 0, 1, 2, 3, ... 

Horizontal wavenumber e~. = ( P - o:1) t 

Cut-off frequency ft = (c/2h)(£ + 1/2) = 3.75(£ + 1/2) 

Propagation angle with respect to horizontal 'Pl = sin-1(o:t./k) = sin-1 [(£ + 

1/2)/4] 

Table B.1 shows that for mode zero, with the above values for h, f and c, 

that the vertical wavenumber has a value of 0.0078540 m - 1 and the horizontal wave 

number has a value of 0.0623391 m-1 . The ray pairs will leave the source at ±7.18° 

from the horizontal, and the lowest frequency that a wave will propagate in the first 

mode is 1.875 Hz. 
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II Frequency Hz I f I h I i.pt degs I Vt ms-1 I Ut ms-1 II 
1 0.533 * * * 
2 1.067 69.64 4310.53 521.98 
4 2.133 27.95 1698.12 1325.00 
8 4.267 13.55 1542.98 1458.22 
16 8.533 6.73 1510.41 1489.66 
32 17.067 3.36 1502.58 1497.42 
64 34.133 1.68 1500.64 1499.36 

* - indicates complex solution 

Table B.2: Mode zero calculations for ft = 1.875 Hz, c = 1500 ms-1 , h = 200 m and 
O:t = 0.0078540 

Modes four to seven have complex number solutions for the horizontal wavenum-

ber and the angle of propagation. This is because the source frequency of 15 Hz is 

below the corresponding cut-off frequency, and as such the normal modes attenuate. 

It is also useful to examine a series of discrete frequencies and determine how 

they are represented by a particular mode. Table B.2 shows how the zero mode rep-

resents the discrete frequencies 1,2,4,8,16,32 and 64Hz. Firstly the ratio of the source 

frequency to the critical frequency must be calculated. If the ratio is unity or greater 

then the mode can represent the corresponding frequency, whereas if this ratio is less 

than unity then the water depth is less than one-quarter of the acoustic wavelength 

and the wave can not propagate in the water column. Once it is established that the 

wave can propagate in the layer, then it is useful to calculate the angle of propagation 

'Pl of the ray pairs and the corresponding phase, Vt and group, Ut, velocities. Recall 

from Chapter 4, that these values can be calculated by the expressions: 

Angle of propagation 'Pt.=± sin-1(o:t/k) where O:t is given at Table B.1 

Phase velocity Vt = cl[1- (f I ft) 2]1/2 
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Group velocity Ut = c[1 - (! / ft) 2Jll2 

Table B.2 shows that for mode zero, given the values of ft, h, c and Ctt , it is 

possible to calculate the properties of ray pairs given a discrete frequency. For the 

frequency of 1 Hz there is no solution because the length of one-quarter wavelength 

is 375 m and this is greater than the water depth h, so physically this frequency will 

not fit into the water column. As the frequency increases the angle of propagation 

of the ray pairs with respect to the horizontal decreases. If the table were extended 

for higher frequencies, then the angle of propagation would approach zero. It is also 

evident that the phase velocity decreases for increasing frequency although the group 

velocity increases. If the frequency were to become increasingly higher, then the phase 

velocity and group velocity would both tend towards the speed of sound in water. 

The relative contribution of each mode to the total acoustic pressure can be cal

culated via the excitation function. Because we are only concerned with the relative 

contribution of each mode, then the reduced excitation function will be used (Equa

tion 4.30) to represent relative acoustic pressure from each mode. Given the acoustic 

pressure, it is possible to determine the acoustic intensity I, where the intensity is 

the square of the pressure. Finally the intensity is normalised and it is possible to 

determine the relative contribution from each mode towards the acoustic intensity. 

Table B.3 calculates the normalised acoustic intensity from the source at 100 

m whereas Table B.4 shows the same calculations with the source at 115 m. Figure 

B.1 is a graph of the normalised acoustic intensity where the source is at 100 m and 

Figure B.2 is the normalised acoustic intensity where the source is at 115 m. It can 

be readily seen from these two figures that for the source at 100 m the majority of 

the acoustic intensity is carried in mode three with nearly an equal amount in the 
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remaining three modes. In the second case of the source at 115 mit is clearly evident 

that mode two is dominant with nearly no acoustic intensity carried in mode three. 

II Mode I CY.t m-1 I elm 1 I /l j Intensity I Normalised II 
0 0.0078540 0.0623391 2.8320761 8.0206552 18.550781 
1 0.0235620 0.0582467 2.9298770 8.5841793 19.854074 
2 0.0392700 0.0490480 -3.1928160 10.1940750 23.577550 
3 0.0549780 0.0304182 -4.0543130 16.4374520 38.017658 

Total I 43.2363615 

Table B.3: Excitation function and normalised acoustic intensity calculations for 
source depth z1 = 100 m and other parameters given by Table B.1 

II Mode I CY.t m tl Intensity I Normalised II 
0 0.0078540 0.0623391 3.1453203 9.8930400 30.379286 
1 0.0235620 0.0582467 1.7347048 3.0092008 9.240574 
2 0.0392700 0.0490480 -4.4285630 19.6121720 60.224540 
3 0.0549780 0.0304182 0.2251026 0.0506712 0.1555997 

Total I 32.5650840 

Table B.4: Excitation function and normalised acoustic intensity calculations for 
source depth z1 = 115 m and other parameters given by Table B.1 
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Figure B.l: Normalised intensity contribution of individual modes with source at 100 
m. 
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Figure B.2: Normalised intensity contribution of individual modes with source at 115 
m. 
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Appendix C 

Acoustic Pressure Field for a 
Shallow Water Environment 

This appendix, is presented as an extension to the modelling of acoustic prop

agation in a shallow water environment with a source frequency of 200 Hz. The 

shallow water environment and the resulting acoustic propagation loss contour plots 

are shown in Section 8.1.1 of this thesis. 

The aim of this appendix is to produce a normalised, range independent acous

tic pressure field, that is a function of receiver depth. It will be shown that the 

resulting pressure field displays a similar layered structure to that shown by the IFD

PE, SAFARI, SUPERSNAP and PROLOS models, even though the shallow water 

environment has been modified such that the water is isovelocity, the bottom is a 

perfectly reflecting surface and only trapped modes are assumed to contribute to the 

pressure field. 

Using Equation 4.22, the acoustic pressure, as a function of receiver depth z, 

can be expressed as 
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N 

p( z) ex: 2: It sin atz (C.l) 
i=O 

where It is the excitation function, at is the vertical component of the wavenumber 

and N is the number of the highest trapped mode. Both normal mode models cal

culate N to be 4. Although there are higher modes present, the models assume that 

all the energy from higher order modes will be attenuated in the ocean bottom and 

will only affect the acoustic conditions in the near field. 

The following parameters are used to calculate p( z) 

Depth of water h = 75 m 

Source frequency f = 200 Hz 

Speed of sound in water c = 1540 ms-1 

Speed of sound in bottom cb = 1600 ms-1 

Acoustic wavenumber k = 27r f / c = 0.0.8159981 m - 1 

The quantities for vertical wavenumber, horizontal wavenumber and excitation 

function may be calculated using the following expressions: 

Vertical wavenumber at= (1rjh)(f + 1/2) 

Horizontal wavenumber et = (k2 - a;)t 
Excitation function It= ~sin atz1 

et1 

The values of these three parameters, for the first five modes, are shown in Table C.l. 

The vertical wavenumber and excitation values shown in Table C.l can be sub-

stituted into Equation C.1 to produce a plot of acoustic pressure versus receiver depth. 

Figure C.1 shows the normalised acoustic pressure versus receiver depth. The plot 

shows the same layered characteristics as was evident in the contour plots produced 

by the IFD-PE, SAFARI, SUPERSNAP1 and PROLOS models. Both the contour 
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II ~lode I O'.t m -i ~l m /l m II 
0 0.02094395 0.81572928 0.11573416 
1 0.06283185 0.81357548 0.34259691 
2 0.10471976 0.80925069 0.55581271 
3 0.14660766 0.80271981 0.74684230 
4 0.18849556 0.79392842 0.90796054 

Table C.1: Normal mode calculations for shallow water environment (Section 8.1.1) 
where water sound speed is 1540 ms-1 and the bottom is a perfectly reflecting surface. 

plots and this simple example predict layers of relatively good acoustic propagation 

at approximately 10, 28, 45, 60 and 75 m depth and layers of relatively poor acoustic 

propagation at 22, 37, 52 and 67 m depth. 
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Figure C .1: Normalised acoustic pressure as a function of receiver depth, for the 
shallow water test case where source frequency is 200 Hz, water is isovelocity and 
bottom is rigid. 
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Appendix D 

Glossary of Terms 

Caustic: An envelope of points where infinitesimally close rays cross causing 
anomalously high acoustic intensity. 

Coherent: The phase of the wave is accounted for when determining acoustic 
intensity. 

Commute: In a mathematical sense; PQ = QP. 

Diffraction: Frequency dependent interference effects. 

Directivity index: Is a measure of the noise power reduction of an array 
relative to an omni-directional sensor in isotropic noise . 

Eigenrays: Rays which connect source and receiver. 

Ray: Vector which is everywhere perpendicular to surfaces of constant phase. 

Refraction: Directional changes in acoustic propagation caused by sound 
speed gradients. 

Reflection: Return of a portion of the incident energy in the forward direction 
after the wave strikes a boundary. 

Reverberation: Backscattered sound. 

Shadow zone: An area of anomalously low acoustic intensity. 

Turning point: Region where the gradient of a ray changes sign. The ray is 
horizontal at the turning point. 

Wavenumber: Rate of change of phase with position. 
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